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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Construction of the facility started in the mid-I1950's and continues to today with new

structures and modifications to existing structures. As a result of earthquakes in 2011, the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission is reviewing the seismic requirements for all licensed

facilities.

A search and retrieval of design documents was performed to identify the design criteria

that was used in the design of the structures. This included search for design drawings,

specifications, calculations, and building codes. Drawings were retrieved for all buildings.

All structures were designed in accordance with the building code in effect at the time of

the design. Prior to 1973 the building code did not require seismic design however; an

analysis of a bay indicates the structure did meet a seismic resistance of approximately
0.03g which is equivalent to the BOCA 1973 building code. The buildings will not collapse
and employees should be able to evacuate.

Since the majority of the bays are interconnected, the entire facility was modeled for a

more accurate resistance to seismic activity. The analysis was performed in accordance

with the American Society of Civil Engineers Standard: Seismic Evaluation of Existing

Buildings (ASCE 31-03). The analysis indicates there is some bracing that is overloaded

due to the current increased seismic loads. Current seismic loads were used due to the

high value of the material.

It is recommended that the bracing in Bays 5, 7, 7A, and 14A be reinforced to provide

lateral load paths to meet the current seismic requirements due to the high value of the

material in these bays.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

.2.1 BACKGROUND

Due to the recent earthquake activity in Japan (March 2011) and in Virginia (August 2011),

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is reviewing the seismic requirements for all

licensed facilities. As such, the NRC recently performed an audit of the Mt. Athos facilities,

which raised question of the structural adequacy to resist seismic activity. The NRC has

requested additional information on the design of the facilities.

Initial research of design and construction design documents revealed that some of the

oldest structures did not consider seismic loads in their design. This was based on the

various codes in effect during the construction. Construction of the facility started in the

mid-i1950's when Virginia did not have a standardized building code. It was noted by the

engineer of record (EOR) of these early buildings in a letter dated March 14, 2012, see

Appendix B, that the Southern Building Code (SBC) was utilized during design. The 1965

edition of the SBC did not require seismic effects to be considered, however, there were

requirements for wind loads. Copies of the applicable sections of the Building Codes are

included in Appendix A.

After the initial research for design information, a simplified equivalent static analysis was

performed for Bay 2A/3A and Bay 13A/14A, which were both constructed under the SBC.

The analysis was based solely on the record drawings and considered the bays to act

independently. This analysis estimated a seismic resistance of approximately 0.03g for

both buildings, which is below the required capacity for newly designed buildings under the

current codes.

Since the majority of the bays are interconnected, it had been proposed by Master

Engineers and Designers, Inc. (MEAD) that a model of the building structures at the NOG-

L site be constructed and analyzed to determine a more accurate resistance to seismic

activity.

2.2 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this seismic evaluation is to determine the expected performance of the

entire facility during a design basis earthquake and to identify deficiencies in the lateral
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force resisting systems (LFRS) that may require rehabilitation to maintain an acceptable

performance level. This assessment is based on the primary and secondary structural
components that are part of the LFRS with the understanding that assessment of non-

structural elements will be required in the future.

2.3 SCOPE OF WORK
The scope of the project is mainly based on the MEAD Proposal for Engineering Services

- Preliminary Seismic Assessment, dated April 18, 2012. Through discussion with the
client and over the length of the project some items have been altered.

2.3.1 Items Included in Scope

The scope of work for this project includes the following items:

* Collect and review all available documentation for the bays including structural

drawings, architectural drawings, specifications, geotechnical reports, building

codes, calculations, etc.

* Develop a design criterion (which is included in this document).

* Perform site walk downs to collect additional information not shown on the

drawings. Also, alterations or modifications that affect the LFRS.
* Develop three dimensional computer models of the bays that are interconnected.

These models may be used to develop future seismic rehabilitation plans or

produce plans for future additions.

* Evaluate the structure for seismic loads and identify deficiencies in the LFRS.

* Make recommendations for addressing deficiencies found.

2.3.2 Items Excluded in Scope

The scope of work does not currently include the following items:

* Design and details for modifications to building components in order to strengthen

the LFRS where deficiencies are found.

• Development of a site specific ground motion response spectrum or a probabilistic

seismic hazard analysis.

* Analysis of non-structural components and systems including electrical and

mechanical systems.,
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2.4 DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURES

Facility construction began in the mid-i1950's and is still continuing. With the exception of

some stand-alone buildings that are not part of this assessment, the buildings are mainly

constructed of steel with concentrically braced LFRS. In total there are approximately 35

bays of which most are 50 ft. wide by 250 ft. long. The majority of the bays is

interconnected and share LFRS and main columns. Most of the bays are approximately

30 ft. tall with the exception of a few taller bays that house large crarnes. There are roof

top units, platforms and equipment throughout the entire facility. There are also various

mezzanines throughout the facility. Generally the mezzanines are concrete slab on steel

beams either resting on steel framing or on concrete masonry unit (CMU) block walls. See

Figure 1 for a diagram of the bays and when they were constructed.

2.5 APPROACH

The evaluation was performed in general conformance to the methods of the American

Society of Civil Engineers' (ASCE) Standard: Seismic Evaluation of Existing Buildings

(ASCE 31-03). ASCE 31-03 provides guidance based on performance levels, type of

building, and seismicity of the site. A detailed discussion of ASCE 31-03 can be found in

the Codes and Standards section of this document. A Tier I Screening was performed for

the entire facility that focused on the structural and geological/foundation checklists. Non-

structural items were not a part of this evaluation. Non-compliant items identified in the

Tier I Screening was further evaluated using the Tier 2 Evaluation as outlined in ASCE

31-03.

The Tier 2 Evaluation is based on three dimensional building models that were developed

in REVIT Structure and then exported into RISA Floor and RISA 3D (See Section 2.7 for

computer program information) for analysis. The models are based on as-built record

drawings and field vyisits that verified major structural elements as well as the type and

location of LFRS elements.

The facility was divided into three primary independent models that consist of various

areas of the facility. In an effort to perform a more efficient analysis, two of the models

were further divided. The separation point for the models are either where the bays are

not physically attached to each other or lack sufficient stiffness in the connecting structural
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elements that little or no seismic forces are shared between bays. See Figure 2 - 3D
Model.

Models:

Model 1: Bays 1M through 17M with Bays 1T, 2T, and 3T along the south side of

the facility

Model IA: Bays 1M-15M

Model 18B: Bays 16M and 17M

Model IC: Bays IT and 2T

Model 1 D: Bay 3T

Model 2: Bays BC Through I10A along the northeast portion of the facility

Model 2A: Bay 7A- Bay 10A

Model 28: Bay BC - Bay 2A North
Model 3: Bays 12A through I5A along the northwest portion of the facility

In order to perform an accurate seismic analysis, the total mass of the building needs to be

accounted for. RISA 3D automatically calculates the self-weight of the structure which

includes beams, columns, braces, roof, and floors and other components that make up the

structural system. Gravity loads such as dead and live loads are manually entered into the
model. The loads for ducts, lights, raceways, equipment, etc. were estimated on a per bay

basis based on field visit observations. In some bays, these loads are fairly uniform across

the entire plan area and therefore a uniform equipment dead load was applied to the

model. However, in some cases the loads vary in a bay and thus the equipment loads

were applied in the genera) areas that they are actually located. Rooftop and mezzanine

equipment were located in the models based on existing documentation as well as field
visits that verify location and types of equipment. The weights of standard equipment with

unknown data and in-house constructed equipment were estimated based on knowledge

of the equipment and/or data from similar equipment where information was available.

Once the models were completed and the gravity loads applied, the models were then

analyzed using the Linear Static Procedure from ASCE 31-03 to determine deficiencies in
the LFRS. A deficiency is any LFRS element that does not have the required capacity to

resist the design earthquake.
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2.6 ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions were employed during the development and analysis of the

models:

* Materials specified in the construction documents are the same as what was used

for construction. (No destructive testing of materials was performed.) If materials

were not specified or the construction specifications are not available for a typical

bay then the minimum properties prescribed by the building code at the time of

construction are used in the analysis of the structure.

* The buildings will behave linearly elastic with all pinned connections.

* Connections of main LRFS elements are stronger than the elements themselves

(i.e. connections are not modeled or checked during this preliminary assessment).

* All equipment loads supported on the roof or hung from the roof are assumed to

act at the roof elevation unless the equipment is located on top of a roof top

platform, in which case the platform is modeled and the equipment acts at the

elevation of the platform.

2.7 COMPUTER PROGRAMS

A three dimensional computer model was developed to perform the assessment. The

buildings were first modeled in REVIT Structure 2012 by Autodesk, which is a building

information modeling (BIM) program. The model was exported to RISA Floor 7.0 by RISA

Technologies, LLC, to define floor and roof diaphragms and apply gravity loads such as

dead and live loads. The model was finally exported to RISA 3D (v. 11.0.0) by RISA

Technologies, LLC, which is a three dimensional finite element modeling program, to

perform the seismic analysis.

The REVIT Structure model developed can be used to produce drawings for future

rehabilitation plans, report deficiencies and for future facility expansion. These drawings

can be generated direct from the REVIT model or exported as two dimensional views into

AutoCAD to produce drawings.
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3.0 CODES AND STANDARDS

3.1 HISTORY OF ORIGINAL DESIGN CODES

Since the early 1 900s, the system of building regulations in the United States was based

on model building codes developed by three regional model code groups. The codes

developed by the Building Officials Code Administrators International (BOCA) were used

on the East Coast and throughout the Midwest, while the codes from the Southern

Building Code Congress (SBCC) were used in the Southeast and the codes published by

the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO) covered the West Coast. The

nation's three model code groups decided to combine their efforts and in 1994 formed the

International Code Council (ICC) to develop codes that would have not regional limitations.

3.1.1 Buildingis Prior to 1973

The first buildings at the Mt. Athos facility were designed and constructed in 1955. Prior to

1973 Virginia did not adopt a uniform building code and gave the local building officials the

authority to define the applicable codes. Campbell County, where the facility is located,

did not invoke a building code; however, according to the FOR of the older facilities the

SBC was most likely used.

The SBC during this time did not require seismic effects to be considered. The wind load

was a uniform 20 psf.

The bays that were constructed during~this time periodl are Bays 1 M through 1 5M, IT, 2T,

BC, 1A, 5A, 6A and 7A. Also portions of bays 2A through 4A, 8A through 10A, 13A and

14A were constructed. The original gate house and some outlying buildings that are not

considered during this assessment were also constructed during this time period.

3.1.2 Buildingqs Between 1973 and 1981

Virginia first formed the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code (VUSBC) in 1973 which
adopted the BOCA 1970 as the construction standard. The BOCA 1970 required seismic

effects to be considered. Seismic loads were determined based on a numerical constant
that equated to a percentage of dead load depending on where the structure was in a

zone map and the number of stories. For single story bays, this would equate to a design

acceleration of 0.033g. BOCA required a wind load of 15 psf.
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Virginia adopted the BOCA 1975 in 1976 and BOCA 1978 in 1978. These codes were not

available for review at the time of the assessment; however, based on understanding of

the progression of codes the design forces were similar to BOCA 1970.

The bays that were constructed during this time period are Bays 4A 2nd North Addition,

Bay 10OA, and Bay 1N2A North Addition. The gate house addition was also constructed

during this time period but, is not considered in this assessment.

3.1.3 Buildings Between 1982 and 1988

VUSBC adopted the BOCA .1981 in 1982. This code incorporated a similar numerical

coefficient as previous codes, except the percent of dead load was based on the zone,

fundamental period of vibration and structure type. For single story bays, this would

equate to a design acceleration of 0.025g. The design wind pressure for the structures

was based on wind speed maps and corresponding tables that equated wind speed and

building height to pressure. The design wind load for a typical bay during this time period

was 11 psf.

In 1986 the VUSBC adopted BOCA 1984. This code's requirements for seismic and wind

did not change.

The bays that were constructed during this. time period are Bays 1 2A and 15A, a portion of

Bay 16M, Bay 13 East Addition, and Bay 13/14 South Addition. The Rail Yard Storage

Building was also constructed during this time period but is not considered in this

assessment.

In 1988 the VUSBC.adopted BOCA 1987. There are no bays that were constructed under

this code.

3.1.4 Buildings Between 1991 and 1997

VUSBC adopted the BOCA 1990 in 1992. This code incorporated the concept of an

acceleration map instead of zones to determine the percent of dead load applied laterally

on the structure. This code is also the first to introduce an importance factor for the

structures and factors for the type of soil at the site. For typical bays, the determined

percentage would equate to a design acceleration of 0.042g. The design wind pressure
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also incorporated an importance factor in this code. The design wind load for a typical bay

during this time period was 10.7 psf.-

Bay 2A/3A North Addition was constructed under this code.

In 1993 the VUSBC adopted BOCA 1993. There are no bays that were constructed under

this code.

3.1.5 Buildinqs Between 1997 and 2003

VUSBC adopted the BOCA 1996 in 1997. This code was similar to the previous in that it

considered an acceleration map along with a soil profile, type of building construction, and

fundamental period to determine a percentage of dead load to be applied in the lateral

direction. For typical bays the determined percentage would equate to a design

acceleration of 0.066g. The design wind pressure was determined similar to previous

codes. The design wind load for a typical bay during this time period was 14.4 psf.

The bays that were constructed during this code are Bays 17M, the RTRT addition, and

the overbuild on Bay 1 5A. Other buildings constructed but not considered in this

assessment are the Project 2002 buildings and the ACF Buildings.

3.1.6 Buildingqs Between 2003 and 2010
VUSBC adopted the IBO 2000 in 2003. This code allowed for multiple methods of seismic

analysis. The simplified equivalent static method used the same methodology as previous

code editions to determine a percentage of dead load and permanent live load to apply

laterally to the structure. The mapped accelerations for both a short and long period were
determined and then converted into a design acceleration. The design acceleration was

then reduced by a response factor which was based on the building construction type and

increased by an importance factor. The resulting coefficient was a percentage that was

applied to the dead load and permanent live load of the structure. For the typical bay type

this percentage would equate to a design acceleration of 0.066g. The design wind

pressure was based on mapped wind speeds, coefficients that took into account

surrounding terrain and importance factors based on the use of the building. The resulting

design wind load for a typical bay during this time period was 14.8 psf.
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In 2005 the VUSBC adopted the I80 2003 code. The seismic and wind requirements did

not change from the 180 2000 code.

An addition to RTRT was constructed during this time period. Other buildings constructed

under the provisions of these codes include Station One (pre-engineered building) and the

Container Storage Facility.

In 2008 the VUSBC adopted the 180 2006 code. The seismic requirements were

determined the same way as for 180 2003; however, the acceleration maps varied slightly.

The design wind loads stayed the same. There were no buildings constructed under this

code.

3.1.7 Buildings Between 2011 and 2013
In 2011 the VUSBC adopted the 1B0 2009 code. The seismic requirements are similar to

those that were required in 18C 2006. When using the equivalent static load method the

resulting percentage for a typical bay is 0.083g.

The IBC 2006 refers to the ASCE Standard 7-05: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings

and Other Structures (ASCE 7-05) for gravity and lateral design loads. The current steel

design code is the American Institute of Steel Construction (AlSC): Manual of Steel

Construction, 13t" Edition which allows the use of either the allowable stress design (ASD)

or the load and resistance factor design (LRFD) methodology.

Bay 3T was designed and constructed under this code. Since it is designed under the

current code with seismic considerations and has an independent .LFRS and has vertical

force resisting system (VFRS) it is not part of this assessment.

3.2 CURRENT APPLICABLE DESIGN CODES

Currently the VUSBC references the I80 2012, which became effective in 2014. The 1B0

2012 refers to the ASCE Standard 7-10: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other

Structures (ASCE 7-10) for gravity and lateral design loads. The current steel design code

is the American Institute of Steel Construction (AlSO): Manual of Steel Construction, 13"•

Edition which allows the use of either the allowable stress design (ASD) or the load and

resistance factor design (LRFD) methodology.
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When using the equivalent static load method the resulting percentage for a typical bay is
0.066g and the wind load is 13.7 psf.

3.3 CODES USED FOR ANALYSIS OF EXISTING STRUCTURES

Although the IBC 2009 and ASCE 07-05 .codes are applicable for the gravity and wind
loads, the Seismic design of new structures assumes that detailing per these codes is met

and thus incorporated inherent ductility of the system will exist during the design

earthquake. Since existing structures may have been detailed differently, the ductility may

be different. Therefore, analysis of existing structures for seismic effects must be

performed using a different set of guidelines. The ASCE Standard: Seismic Evaluation of

Existing Buildings (ASCE 31-03) provides guidance on the seismic evaluation of existing

buildings. The ASCE Standard: Seismic Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings (ASCE 41-

06) also provides some guidance for analysis of existing buildings, but it is meant for the

design of rehabilitation and therefore is more limiting in nature than ASCE 31-03.

ASCE 31-03 allows three different levels of complexity, or Tiers, when evaluating an

existing building. The three tiers are as follows:

* Tier 1 - Screening

* Tier 2 - Evaluation

* Tier 3 - Detailed Evaluation
The applicability of the tier required for the evaluation depends on the performance level

required (either Immediate Occupancy or Life Safety), the seismicity of the site and the

type of building construction.

The Immediate Occupancy Performance Level (IOPL) is defined by ASCE 31-03 as a

building performance that includes damage to both structural and nonstructural

components during a design earthquake, such that the following two criteria are met: (a)

the damage is not life-threatening, as to permit immediate occupancy of the building after

a design earthquake, and (b) the damage is repairable while the building is occupied.

Both of these requirements require a level of judgment as to the exact meaning and level

of acceptable repair by the owner. ASCE 31-03 includes in the commentary additional

guidance: (1) after a design earthquake, the basic VFRS and LFRS retain nearly all of

their pre-earthquake strength, and (2) very limited damage to both structural and

nonstructural components is anticipated during the design earthquake that will require
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some minor repairs, but the critical parts of the building are habitable. The IOPL would be

appropriate for essential facilities for which occupancy of the building is required

immediately following the design seismic event and/or there are critical materials or

processes housed in the building.

The Life Safety Performance Level (LSPL) is defined by ASCE 31-03 as a building

performance that includes damage to both structural and non-structural Components

during a design earthquake, such that the following two criteria are met: (a) partial or total

structural collapse does not occur, and (b) damage to nonstructural components is non-

life-threatening. ASCE 31-03 includes in the commentary additional guidance: (1) at least

some margin against partial or total structural collapse remains, and (b) injuries may

occur, but the overall risk of life-threatening injury as a result of structural damage is

expected to be low.

Prior to the Tier I Screening, an evaluation of the existing construction documents, as-built

drawings, submittals, etc. are reviewed of the structure to be assessed. During this

evaluation a site visit is to take place to verify the available documents and to gather more

information about the structure that may not be available through existing documentation.

During this evaluation and site visit stage, enough information should be gathered to

perform all the required checks for Tier 1.

The Tier 1 Screening is meant to be used as a mechanism to quickly evaluate structures
to determine if there is a potential for a problem. Tier 1 is allowed as the only assessment

for IOPL with moderate seismicity for buildings with two or fewer stories, and for LSPL with

moderate seismicity for buildings with 6 or fewer stories. According to ASCE 31-03, Tier I

Screening is not intended to be the sole assessment for buildings requiring an IOPL.

Based on the type of building and the performance level checklists for Tier I Screening is

provided by ASCE 3 1-03 with criteria to estimate the seismic capabilities of the structures.

Some of the criteria are conservative such as the requirement for redundancies in LFRS

which the older buildings in the facility lack and would require a Tier 2 .be performed for

these components.

Tier 1 also allows Benchmark Buildings to be considered. Benchmark buildings are

buildings that are of a certain building type and performance level and have been
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designed, detailed and constructed in accordance with certain Benchmark codes that

ASCE considers to be currently acceptable. It is important that it is verified that these

structures were actually designed, detailed and constructed using the seismic

requirements of these codes, therefore a site visit and evaluation process must still take

place to verify conformance prior to being labeled a Benchmark Building. For buildings

requiring LSPL with a steel braced frame with a stiff or flexible diaphragm (Type $2 &

S2A), the benchmark-codes and years for seismic requirements are BOCA 1993, FEMA-
178 1992; FEMA-310 1998 or IBC 2000. For buildings requiring LSPL with a steel

moment-resisting frame with a stiff or flexible diaphragm (Type SI & S1IA), the benchmark

code and years for seismic requirements are IBC 2000 or FEMA-31 0 1998. The $1 and

S1A building types do not have a BOCA benchmark year assigned to them. For buildings

requiring IOPL, the only applicable benchmark code is FEMA-310 1998. If a building can

be labeled as a Benchmark Building based on these requirements then further

assessment is not required based on ASCE 31-03.-

For LSPL buildings that do not meet the requirements as a Benchmark Building and have

deficiencies based on the Tier I Screening, a deficiency only Tier 2 Evaluation will be
performed in general conformance with ASCE 3 1-03. A deficiency only evaluation will

only include the evaluation of those items that do not meet the requirements of a Tier 1

screening. If deficiencies still exist, they are either reported in the final report or a more in-

depth Tier 3 analysis is performed. For this evaluation, a Tier 2 evaluation will be the last

step and deficiencies will be noted for future strengthening and retrofit.

For IOPL buildings a complete Tier 2 evaluation will be performed. Tier 2 Evaluation can

be performed either by a Linear Static Procedure (LSP) or by a Linear Dynamic Procedure

(LDP). An LSP is acceptable for all types of structures accept those that (a) are taller than

100 ft. or (b) contain mass, stiffness, or geometric irregularities. At this time, no

irregularities are anticipated in this assessment and thus a LSP will be utilized.
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4.0 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

The general performance requirement for the site for licensing purposes is that the

buildings do not collapse. This requires that all of the facility maintain an LSPL as defined

in ASCE 31-03. From an operations goal it is desired that some bays, which are essential
to the operation of the owner, be immediately available for reuse.
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5.0 .LOADS

Design loads used for the analysis was based on design codes as noted in this section.

5.1 GRAVITY LOADS

Gravity loads include structural self-weight, equipment loads, live loads and snow loads.

These loads were determined in accordance with ASCE 7-05.

5.1.1 Live Loads

The mezzanine live loads are typically designed for a live load of 200 psf. Mezzanines

currently supporting equipment will consider the actual equipment loads in lieu of the

200 psf uniformn load.

5.1.2 Roof Live Loads

The roof live load where roof top equipment is not located was taken as 30 psf in

accordance with standard facility design requirements. Where roof top equipment is

located, the weight of the equipment was applied. Reduction of live load was not

considered.

5.1.3 Snow Loads

The design ground snow load for the facility is 25 psf. The importance factor for snow on

essential facilities was 1.2. The roof snow loads considered drifts and unbalanced loads in

accordance with Chapter 7 of ASCE 7-05.

5.13 Equipment Loads

Equipment loads was estimated based on the type and size of equipment unless actual

data for the unit was available. Where equipment loads are located, live loads and snow

loads were disregarded.

Crane loads were considered as moving loads along the length of existing runways.

Normally a vertical impact of 25% is considered in these facilities. A lateral allowance of

10% and a longitudinal allowance of 20% of the total weight were also applied to the

structure.
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5.2 WIND LOADS

Wind loads were determined in accordance with Chapter 6 of ASCE 7-05. The basic
wind speed for the facility is 90 mph. The importance factor for wind on essential

facilities is 1,15. Tornado loads are not required at this site by building code.

5.3 FLOOD LOADS

Flood loads are not required in the analysis since the Main and A-Bays are above the

500 year flood plain.

5.3 SEISMIC LOADS

The pseudo lateral force used in the linear static analysis will be based on a design

response spectrum in accordance with ASCE 3 1-03. Since the site is considered an

essential facility with an importance factor of 1.5, the design earthquake is the Maximum

Credible Earthquake (MCE) with a 2,500 year return period.

The site class as determined from shear wave measurements throughout the majority of

the site is Class C.

SDs =0.l 77g

SDI = 0.078

Existing equipment and the weight of the cranes (not including lifting load) will be treated

the same as dead load when determining the excitation forces due to seismic activity.

The pseudo lateral force'will calculated using the following equation:

V = CSaW

Where,

C = Modification Factor to relate expected maximum inelastic

displacements to displacements

Sa = Response spectral acceleration

W = Effective seismic weight of building
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5.4 LOAD COMBINATIONS
The load combinations used in the analysis models followed those outlined in ASCE 31-

03.

The component gravity loads were calculated using the following equations:

QG = 1.1 I(QD+QL+QS)
or

QGO= .9QD

(Eqn. 4-6, ASCE 31-03)

(Eqn. 4-7, ASCE 31-03)

QD = Dead Load
QL = Effective live load, equal to the larger of actual measured live load or 25%

of the design live load

Qs = Effective snow load, equal to 20% of design flat roof (may be neglected if
pt•30psf)

LFRS components in ASCE 31-03 are classified as either deformation controlled or

forced controlled. A deformation controlled action is an action that has an associated

deformation that is allowed to exceed the yield value. An example of a deformation

controlled component is a brace in a braced frame. A force controlled action is an action

that is not allowed to exceed the yield value. These would include the beams and

columns in a braced frame.

For LFRS components that are classified as deformation-controlled the following.

equation

QUD = QG ± QE
QcE >- QuD/m

(Eqn. 4-8, ASCE 31-03)
(Eqn. 4-11, ASCE 31-03)

mua-

Action due to gravity and earthquake loading
Expected strength of the component at deformation level

Component demand modifier (determined from ASCE 31-03 Table 4-5)
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For the LFRS components where the capacity is limited by the force-controlled actions
the following equation will apply:

QUF= QG+ QEIC (Eqn. 4-10, ASCE 31-03)

QE = Earthquake Force
C = Modification factor (per ASCE 31-03, Table 3-4), for steel braced frames

with stiff diaphragms and one story, C=1 .4, for steel braced frames with

stiff diaphragms and two stories, 0=1.2 (Except for diaphragm forces
calculated by Eqn. 4-4, which already includes a C factor, than use C=1.0

in this equation).
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6.0 BUILDING DESCRIPTION

6.1 MAIN BAYS

6.1.1 Bay1

This area is office space constructed in 1955; additions were made in 1969 to the south

of the building. Bays I and 2 were constructed at the same time. The bay is

approximately 50' wide and 320' long and 20' in height for Bay 1 and 30' for Bay 2. It is

a steel framed structure with vertical cross bracing. The roofing is built-up with ballast

supported on metal roof deck and purlins.

There are limited drawings available, structural drawings are available of additions.

6.1.2 Bay2

This area is office space constructed in 1955; additions were made in 1969 to the south

of the building and in 1994 to the north of the building. Bays 1 and 2 were constructed at

the same time. The bay is approximately 50' wide and 320' long and 20' in height. It is

a steel framed structure with vertical cross bracing. The roofing is built-up with ballast

supported on metal roof deck and purlins. There is galbestos siding on the west side.

There are limited drawings available.

There are two overhead bridge cranes - 5-ton and 15-ton.

6.1.3 Bay3

Bays 3, 4, and 5 were built together in 1955; additions were made in 1969 to the south of

the building. Each bay is approximately 320'-0" (16 spaces at 20'-0") long by 50'-0" wide

and 30' in height. Bay 3 is a high bay and is a single-story steel framed structure.

supported by individual column footings and braced vertically with rod cross bracing.

The roofing is built-up with ballast. Siding is on the end walls (north and south

elevations) only. The area is currently used for production.

Structural drawings are available and are dated June 21, 1955. Design information is

provided on the structural drawings.

There are drawings for a modification dated April 15, 1963 showing an enclosure.

There are drawings for a modification dated April 5, 1968 showing equipment

foundations.
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The building columns are stepped to support overhead bridge cranes.

There are two overhead bridge cranes - 5-ton and 15-ton.

6.1.4 Bav4

Bays 3, 4, and 5 were built together in 1955; additions were made in 1960 to the south of

the building. Each bay is approximately 320'-0" (16 spaces at 20'-0") long by 50'-0" wide

and 30' in height. It is a steel framed structure braced supported by individual column

footings and braced vertically with rod cross bracing. Bay 4 is a high bay with a partial

mezzanine at the south end (between column lines A and F). The original drawings do

not indicate a mezzanine. The roofing is built-up with ballast supported by metal deck

and purlins. Siding is on the end walls (north and south elevations) only. The area is

currently used for production.

Structural drawings are available and are dated June 21, 1955. Design information is

provided on the structural drawings.

The building columns are stepped to support overhead bridge cranes.

There are two overhead bridge cranes - 5-ton and 15-ton.

6.1.5 Bay5

Bays 3, 4, and 5 were built together in 1955; additions were made in 1960 to the south of

the building. Each bay is approximately 320'-0" (16 spaces at 20'-0") long by 50'-0" wide
and 30' in height. Bay 5 is a high bay with a mezzanine the full length of the bay. The

mezzanine is supported by steel columns at mid-span. The roofing is built-up with

ballast supported by metal deck and purlins. Siding is on the end walls (north and south

elevations) only. The area is currently used for production and the mezzanine is office

space.

Structural drawings are available and are dated June 21, 1955. Design information is

•provided on the structural drawings.

There is a small utility elevator.

6.1.6 Bay6

Bays 6, 7, and 8 were built together in 1966. Each bay is approximately 320'-0" (16
spaces at 20'-0") long by 50'-0" wide and 30' in height. The roofing is built-up with

ballast supported by metal deck and purlins. Siding is on the end walls (north and south
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elevations) only. The area is currently used for production.

Structural drawings are available and are dated March I1, 1966. Design information is

provided on the structural drawings.

Individual crane columns support two 5-ton overhead bridge cranes.

6.1.7 Bay7

Bays 6, 7, and 8 were built together in 1966. A mezzanine was added to Bay 7 in 2002.

Each bay is approximately 320'-0" (16 spaces at 20'-0") long by 50'-0" wide and 30' in

height. The roofing is built-up with ballast supported by metal deck and purlins. Siding

is on the end walls (north and south elevations) only. The area is currently used for

production.

Structural drawings are available and are dated March 11, 1966. Design information is

provided on the structural drawings.

Individual crane columns support two 5-ton overhead bridge cranes.

6.1.8 Bay8

Bays 6, 7, and 8 were built together in 1966. Each bay is approximately 320'-0" (16

spaces at 20'-0") long by 50,-a" wide and 30' in height. The roofing is built-up with

ballast supported by metal deck and purlins. Siding is on the end walls (north and south

elevations) only. The area is currently used for production.

Structural drawings are available and are dated March 11, 1966. Design information is

provided on the structural drawings.

Individual crane columns support two 5-ton overhead bridge cranes.

6.1.9 Bay9

Bays 9 and 10 were built together in 1963. Each bay is approximately 320'-0" long by

100,-a,, wide. Siding is on the end walls (north and south elevations) only. Bay 9 is a

high bay with a partial mezzanine. The area is currently used for production and office

and the mezzanine is used for offices.

Structural drawings are available.

Individual crane columns support one overhead bridge crane.
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6.1.10 Bay 10

Bays 9 and 10 were built together in 1963. Each bay is approximately 320'-0" long by

10O0'-0" wide. Siding is on the end walls '(north and south elevations) only. Bay 10 is a

high bay with a partial mezzanine. The area is currently used for production and the
mezzanine is used for storage.

Structural drawings are available.

Individual crane columns support one overhead 25-ton bridge crane.

6.1.11 Bay 11

Bays 11, 12, and 13 were built together in 1967. Each bay is approximately 320'-0" long

(16 spaces at 20'-0" long) by 100'-0" wide. There is galbestos siding. The area is

currently used for production.

Structural drawings are available.

Individual crane columns support one overhead 5-ton bridge crane

6.1.12 Bay 12

Bays 11, 12, and 13 were built together in 1967. Each bay is approximately 320'-0" long

(16 spaces at 20--Q" long) by 100'-0" wide. The roofing is 20 Gage, #3 type. The floor

deck is 22 Gage, QL-3-22 Type. The area is currently used for production.

Structur'al drawings are available.

Individual crane columns support one overhead bridge crane

6.1.13 Bay 13

Bays 11, 12, and 13 were built together in 1967. Each bay is approximately 320'-0" long

(16 spaces at 20--0" long) by 100"-0" wide. The roofing is 20. Gage, #3 type. The floor

deck is 22 Gage, QL-3-22 Type. The area is currently used for production.

Structural drawings are available.

Individual crane columns support one overhead bridge crane

6.1.14 Bay 14

Bay 14 was built in 1967. The bay is approximately 320'-0" long by 50'-0" wide. The

roofing is built-up with ballast supported by metal deck and purlins. Siding is on the end
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walls. In 2010, a steel framed mezzanine was added. The area is currently used for

production.

Structural drawings are available.

Individual crane columns support one overhead bridge crane

6.1.15 Bav15

Bay 15 was built in 1967. The bay is approximately 320'-0" long by 50'-0" wide. The

roofing is built-up with ballast supported by metal deck and purlins. Siding is on the end

walls. The area is currently used for production.

Structural drawings are available.

Individual crane columns support one overhead bridge crane

6.1.16 Bavl6

The 100'-0" by 50'-0'" wide northern portion of Bay 16 was built in 1991. In 2001, a

mezzanine was constructed in this area. A 40'-0" x 50'-0" wide addition to Bay 16 was
built in 1999 to the south of the original Bay 16 structure. Another southern addition was

later constructed in 2005 that is 120'-0" in length and 50'-0" in width. This latest addition

has a bridge crane that is supported by individual crane columns. The original building

and the two additions have an average building height of approximately 29'-0".

•Structural drawings are available.

6.1.17 Bay 17

Bay 17 was built in 2001 and is approximately 183'-0" x 50'-0" wide. The 60'-0" long
northern portion of Bay 17 is steel construction, and the remainder of the structure is

reinforced concrete. There is also a mezzanine that is at the same level as the northern

Bay 16 mezzanine in the northern 60'-0" portion of Bay 17. The average height of the

northern portion of Bay 17 is approximately 29'-0", and the remaining southern part of

Bay 17 is approximately 18'-0"' in height.

Structural drawings are available.

6.1.18 Bay IT

Bay IT was built in 1968. The bay is approximately 225'-0" long by 60'-0" wide by 30' in

height. Siding is on the end walls. The area is currently used for office space.
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Structural drawings are available.

6.1.19 Ba_.y.2T

Bay 2T was built in 1969. The bay is approximately 225'-0" long by 60'-0" wide by 20' in
height. Siding is on the end walls. The area is currently 'used for office space.

Structural drawings are available.

6.1.20 Bav 3-r

Bay 3T was built in 2012. The bay is approximately 253'-0" long by 60'-0" wide by 20' in

height and is reinforced steel and concrete. Siding is on the end walls. The bay is

currently used for production and the mezzanine is used for storage.

Structural drawings are available. Design criteria is provided on the drawings.

Individual crane columns support two overhead bridge cranes, one 25-ton and one 10-

ton. An elevator is also in the bay.

6.2 A BAYS

6.2.1 BaviA

Bays IA and 2A had additions together in 1979 and are a steel framed structure with
individual column footings and braced vertically with rod cross bracing. Each bay is

approximately 107' long by 37' wide by 30' in height. Both Bays are two floors with a Pit

and Penthouse. The area is currently used for production. Mill Rail additions were

made in 2006.

Structural Drawings are available and are dated August 24, 1979. Design information is

provided on the structural drawings.

There is a Lyton Monorail and a 5-ton crane.

6.2.2 Bav2A

Bays 2A and 3A were built together in 1966 and are a steel framed structure with
individual column footings and braced vertically with rod cross bracing. Each bay is

approximately 162' long by 30' wide by 21' in height. The main floor is production and
the mezzanine is office spaces.

Structural Drawings are available and are dated August 5, 1966. Design information is

provided on the structural drawings.
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Bays 1A and 2A had additions together in 1979 and are a steel framed structure with

individual column footings and braced vertically with rod cross bracing. Each bay is

approximately 107' long by 37' wide by 30' in height. Both Bays are two floors with a Pit

and Penthouse. The area is currently used for production. Mill Rail additions were

made in 2006.

Structural Drawings are available and are dated August 24, 1979. Design information is

provided on .the structural drawings.

There is a Lyton Monorail and a 5-ton crane.

6.2.3 Bav3A

Bays 2A and 3A were built together in 1966 and are a steel framed structure with

individual column footings and braced vertically with rod cross bracing. Each bay is

approximately 162' long by 30' wide by 21' in height. The main floor is production and

the mezzanine is office spaces.

Structural Drawings are available and are dated August 5, 1966. Design information is

provided on the structural drawings.

6.2.4 Bav4A

'Bay 4A was built in 1957; several additions have been made. Each bay is approximately

123' long by 52' wide by 91' in height. The roofing is built-up with ballast supported by

metal deck and purlins. A divider wall was added in 1999. The bay is used for

production.

Structural Drawings are available and are dated 1957; drawings are also available for all

the additions. Design information is provided on the structural drawings.

There is a 50-ton crane.

6.2.5 Bay5A

Bay 5A was built in 2001 and consists of 5 floors. The bay is approximately 48' long and

40' wide. In 2008 modifications were made. In 2010 a roof top HVAC unit was added.

This bay is used for storage.

Structural Drawings are available and are dated 2001.

There is an elevator.
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6.2.6 Bav6A

Bays 6A and 7A were built together in 1968 and are a steel framed structure with

individual column footings and braced vertically with rod cross bracing. Each bay is

approximately 182' long by 50' wide by 29' in height. This area is used for production.

This bay has a mezzanine.

Structural Drawings are available.

Bay 6AA has a mezzanine that was added in 2008, is approximately 60' long by 26' wide

and is steel framed.

Structural drawings are available.

6.2.7 B av7.A

Bays 6A and 7A were built together in 1968 and are a steel framed structure with

individual column footings and braced vertically with rod cross bracing. Each bay is

approximately 182' long by 50' wide by 29' in height. This area is used for production.
,This bay has a mezzanine.

Structural Drawings are available.

6.2.8 Bay 7AA

Bay 7AA was built in 1972 and is a steel framed structure with individual column footings

and braced vertically with rod cross bracing. The bay is approximately 220' long by 50'

wide by 29' in height. The roofing is built-up with ballast supported by metal deck and

purlins. Modifications were made to the mezzanine in 2002. The area is used for

production.

Structural Drawings are available.

6.2.9 Ba.v8A

Bays 8A and 9A were built in 1972. The bay is approximately 180' long by 50' wide by

29' in height. Both bays have a full mezzanine, which is used for office space. The main
level is used for production

Structural Drawings are available.
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6.2.10 Bav9A

Bays 8A and 9A were built in 1972. The bay is approximately 180' long by 50' wide by

29' in height. Both bays have a full mezzanine, which is used for office space. The main

level is used for production

Structural Drawings are available.

6.2.11 Bayv10A

Bay 9A was built in 1976 and is a steel framed structure with individual column footings

and braced vertically with rod cross bracing. The bay is approximately 180' long (16

spaces at 20' long) by 50' wide by 29' in height. The roof deck is a metal roof deck
supported with purlins. The main floor is used for production; the second is used for

office space.

Structural Drawings are available.

6.2.12 Bay 12A

Bay 12A Roof Top Equipment Piafform was built in 1997 and is steel framed. This area

measures approximately 50' long by 50' wide. In 1993 an exhaust system was added.

Structural drawings are available for Roof Top Equipment Platform and the Exhaust

System.

6.2.13 Bay 13A

Bay 13A and 14A were built together in 1967, with additions in 1988. In 1993 an exhaust

system was added. In 2009 a steel framed roof top equipment platform was added.

These bays are steel framed structures with individual column footings and braced

vertically with rod cross bracing. Each bay is approximately 120' long (6 spaces at 20'

long) by 50' wide by 30' in height. The bay is used for production, with a mezzanine that

is used for offices.

Structural Drawings are available.

Scrubbers are located in this area.

6.2.14 Bay 14A

Bay 1 3A and 14A were built together in 1967, with additions in 1988. In 1993 an exhaust

system was added. Bay 14A had additional modifications to the mezzanine in 2003.
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These bays are steel framed structures with individual column footings and braced
vertically with rod cross bracing. Each bay is approximately 120' long (6 spaces at 20'
long) by 50' wide by 30' in height. The bay is used for production, with a mezzanine that

is used for offices.

Structural Drawings are available.

Scrubbers are located in this area.

6.2.15 Bay 15A

Bay 15 is steel framed with a concrete pad. This bay is approximately 70' long by 50'

wide by 30' in height. In 1993 an exhaust system was added. In 2007 an addition was

added. This bay is built as the platform for the Anderson 2000. The bay is used for

production.

Structural Drawings are available.
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7.0 SAFETY FACTORS AND DESIGN MARGINS

The safety factor against yielding in the seismic assessment is 1.0. This is because it is

anticipated that some yielding of some components during an extreme event without

catastrophic collapse is acceptable. Other more complex assessment methods include

plasticity and ductility in the design and analysis of various structural systems. The yield
strength values used are the design yield strength of the materials which is generally the

lower statistical boundary of the actual yield strength of the material.

The component strength of the LFRS will be taken as the expected strength, QCE, for
deformation controlled action and as, QCN, for force-controlled actions.

The allowed limit for strength for deformation-controlled actions is the standard allowable

stress multiplied by a factor of 1.25 and 1.7. For force controlled action the allowed limit is

the standard allowable stress multiplied by a factor of 1.7.

The goal of the ASCE 31-03 lateral static procedure (LSP) is to provide lateral

displacement well into the elastic range without causing collapse.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 CONCLUSIONS

The results of the evaluation are as follows. The results are based on documents

retrieved for the structures, review of building codes from 1955 to present, analysis of bays
built prior to 1973, and the analysis of the bays in accordance with ASCE 31-03 using the

3-D model.

Documents were identified and retrieved for all the bays at the NOG-L site. These

documents included structural drawings (design and fabrication), project specifications,

design codes and standards, calculations, and geotechnical reports. Drawings were

retrieved for all bays. The other documents varied from bay to bay. For the more recent

bays, the structural drawings included the design criteria (building codes; wind, snow, and

seismic loads; and material properties on the structural drawings.

All structures were designed in accordance with the building code in effect at the time of

the design. Prior to 1973, the structures were design in accordance with the SBC. From

1973 to 1996, the structures were designed to meet BOCA and from 2003 to present the

structures were designed in accordance with the IBC. The BOCA and IBC building codes

have seismic and wind requirements. The SBC did not have seismic requirements - only

wind. However, an analysis of a bay built prior to 1973 indicates the structure did meet a

seismic resistance of approximately 0.03g which is similar to the BOCA 1973. The

buildings will not collapse and employees should be able to evacuate.

The analysis of the bays in accordance with ASCE 3 1-03 indicates some of the bracing
is overloaded due to the current higher seismic loads. Current seismic loads were used

due to the high value of the material.

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the bracing in Bays 5, 7, 7A, and 14A be reinforced to meet the

current seismic requirements due to the high value of the material in these bays.
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APPENDIX A

CODE INFORMATION



Less• than 30105Si:: , ta o ............ ...........2 0 35
~10to199 ........................... 24 45
10 30 to 199285
3i:, • O e 00t . ......................... 82 50

.. . .. ..e. . .. . .. ..4. . .. ..0. .. . . 4 0 50
'Coastal regiosis is -that area lying within 125 miles of the coast andsubject to hurricanes, tropical disturbances and occasional winds
attaining exceptionally high wind velocities,
(See App~endix "D" for Hurricane Requirements.j

1205.2 - EXTE•RIOR WALLS
SEvery exterior wal'l shall be capable of withstanding the loads

specified in the above table, acting either inward or outward.

1205.1 ROOFS -- WIND LOADS
S(a) The roofs of all buildings or other structures shall be de-

signed ±e with.stand loads acting outward normaal to the surface equal

19_-5



Appendix A2

of primary members shall be those pr~esribed in section 714.1, distributed ;.

in accordance with section 714.2.
The wind pressures on vertical surfaces to be considered in the design :!

of secondary members, wall panels, sheathing and girts and their con- !
nections shall be those prescribed in section 714.1 distributed in ac-
cordance with section 714.2 and as modified by section 714.3.
714.1 Primary Framing Members: Except in geographical localities
subject to hurricanes, cyclones, tornadoes or similar unusual wind
pressures shall be as required in the following section:
71411 Height Not More than Fifty Feet: On buildings or parts 4
thereof that are fifty (50) feet or less in height the wind pressure on
exposed vertical surfaces shall be assumed to be fifteen (15) pounds per
square foot. t
714.12 Height Not More Than 100 Feet: On all buildin~gs or parts
thereof between fifty (50) and one hundred (100).feet in height, a pres-
sure of twenty (20) pounds per square foot shall be assumed on those
exposed vertical surfaces in excess of rifty, (50) feet in height.
714.13 Height Over 100 Feet: On all buildings or parts thereof over
one hundred (100) feet in height the wind pressure shall be assumed to
increase twenty-five thousandths (0.02,5) pounds per square foot for
each foot. of height in excess .of one hundred (100) feet above the one
hundred (100) foot level.
714.2 Distribution of Wind Force: The wind pressure shall be dis-
tributed between opposite walls, two-thirds (½/) as a normal pressure on I
the windward side and one-third (½) as a normal outward suction on the
leeward side.
714.3 Secondary Wall Framing and Wall Panels: In buildings pro-
vided with one-third (½) or more wall openings, internal wind forces of
ten (10) pounds per square foot shall be assumed to occur simultaneously
with the above external forces both in pressure and suction.
714.31 External Pressures: External Pressures or suctions to be con- I .,

sidered in the design of secondary wall. framing and wvall panels and
sheathing and their connections shall be one and one-half (1/½) times those
determined in accordance with section 714.2. .. , -.. .4

714.32 Internal Pressures: In buildings having one-third (½) or more
of any wall surface open, or suhject to being opened or broken, an inter-
nal pressure of ten (10) pounds per square foot or internal suction of five
(5) pounds per square foot, whichever is critical, shall be considered in the ..

design of secondary wall framing and wall panels and sheathing a~nd
their connections, in addition to the external pressures or external suction
required by section 714.31. For lesser amounts of wall openings the . .

internal pressure or suction assumed shall be one-half (½;) of the fore- i , .

going values. ji
714.4 .Design Wind Load for Glass. Firmly supported lights of glass 11
of four (4) square feet or more in area installed in a vertical position, or .i!.~

15"7
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[i Section 71B.0 Overturning and Sliding

i.The overturning mnomnent due to the wind load on all structures shall
not exceed seventy-five (75) per cent of the moment of stability re-
sulting from the dead load of the building, unless the building or
structure is anchored to resist the excess overturning moment and the
excess horizontal shear over sliding friction.

Section 719.0 Earthquake Load

In regions where local experience or the records of the U. S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey show loss of life or damage of buildings resulting from
earthquakes, buildings and structures hereafter erected shall be designed.

to withstand lateral forces as provided in appendix K-Il! of the Basic
Code, except as exempted in section 719.1.
719.1 Exemptionas: In zone "'0" of table 14C in appendix K-Il and

.< ,where local experience or the records of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic
or Srvey do not show loss of life or damage to property, regardless of zone,

. rwhen the building complies with any one or more of the following
J• conditions, no earthquake loading shall he required in calculating the

structural frame of the building or structure,

a) is a one- or two-family dwelling;
b) is a minor accessory, building;
c) is not over three (3) stories or thirty-five (35) feet in height;
d) is of skeleton frame construction with wind and sway bracing as
required by approved engineering practiee for the type of frame used,
and the least dimension of the building is not less than thirty-five (35)
percent of the height.

Section 720.0 Combined Loading

The structural frame of all buildings shall be investigated for the
combined effect of lateral and vertical loading and the individual

" members of the frame shall be proportioned as follows:
720.1 With Earthquake: For combined stresses due to earthquake

Si load together with dead, live and snow loads, the allowable working
stress for the structural material may be increased thirty-three and

:one-third (33½) per cent;
';720.2 With Wind: For combined stresses due to wind load together
Swith dead, live and snow loads, the'allowable working stress for the
istructural material may be increased •thirty-three and one-third (33¥½)

percent);:••
720.3 Mvinimum Section: The section determined for the combined
loadings herein specified shall be compared with that required for
dead, live and snow loads only, and the section of greatest strength
shall determine that to be used in the structure.
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K-9 Formed Steel Constru~ction Stresses
The allowable, working stresses for light gage formedl steel structural

members shall be based on the following grades offiat rolled carbon steel
with yield points of 25,000, 30,000 and 33,000 pounds per square inch a
specified in the standard specification for the design of light gage steel
structural members listed in appendix 13, subject to a reduction of ten (10)
per cent on all stress values f'or ordinary materials.

K-IO Lumber Stresses
"When the grade of lumber is not identified as provided in section 722

for controlled materials, thqe maximum allowable working stresses for the
species of lumber used shall be determined in accordance with the prin-
ciples for stress grade lumber as set forth in the National Design Specifica-
tion for Stress-Grade Lumber and Its Fastenings.

K-11 Earthquake Load Design
When required to withstahd lateral forces under section 719.0 build-

ings and structures shall be designed in accordance withi the follow, ing
sections according to the zone in which they are located on the seismic
probability map in table N4C.
K-li-A Application of Provisions: These lateral force requirements
are intended to make buildings earthquake-resistive. The provisions apply
to the buildings as a unit and also to all parts thereof, including the struc-
tural frame or walls, floor and roof systems, and other sfl-uctura]lfeatures.
in specific cases, they may be interpreted or added to as to detail by
rulings of the building official in order that the intent shall be fulfilled.
K-il-A-i Additions: Where applicable, every addition to an existing
building or structure shall be designed and constructed to resist and with-
stand the forces provided for herein, and in any case where an existing
building or structure is increased in height all portions thereof affected b),
such increased height shall be reconstructed to resist and withstand the
forces provided for herein.
K-11-A-2 Alterations: W~here applicable, no existing building or struc-
ture shall be altered or reconstructed in such a manner that the resistance
to the forces provided for herein will be less than that before~such altera-
tion of reconstruction was made; provided, however, that this provision
shall not. apply to non-bearing partitions, and shall not app~ly to• other.
minor alterations which are made in compliance with all requirements of
the Basic Code.
K-11-13 Plans and Design Data: Where earthquake loads are appli-
cable, a brief statement of the following items shall be included with
each set of plans filed:
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I•;:" a) a stummation of'the dead and live load of[ the building, floor by
fl=:" oor, which was used in figuring the shear for which the building

.. . is designed.-'
•• b) a brief description of the bracing system used, the manner in which

the designer expects such system to act and a clear statement of
•!•.•, any assumptions used. Assumption as to location of all points of
:.,••!:!.: counterfiexure in mem~bers must be stated.

, cw•• ) sample calculation of a typical bent or equivalent. For combined
•,•,;•:, stresses due to the lateral forces and other loads, the allowable unit
:':•:::stresses and the allowable load in connections may be increased as
;i•:::. provided in section 720.0.
'•";'i:' K-lI-C Lateral Force Requirements: Where earthquake loadsar

'-•: )•• applicable, every building or structure and every portion thereof, except
:[ 'as exempted in section 719.1 shall be designed and constructed to resist
\Y.•.;. .., stresses produced by lateral forces as provided herein. Stresses shall be
. ,:"calculated as the effect of a force applied horizontally at each floor or

:." \ roof level above the foundation. The force shall be assumed to come from
•,:" ay horizontal direction.

' K-li-C-i Bracirng Systems: All bracing systems both horizontal and
-. Vertical shall transmit all forces to the resisting members and shall be of
• sufficient extent and detail to resist the horizontal forces provided for
:- herein and shall be located symmetrically about the center of mass of the
.. .building or the building shall be designted for the resulting rotational
S forces about the vertical axis.

, K-11I-C-2 Junctures Between Wings: Junctures between distinct parts
of buildings, such as wings which extend more than twenty (20) feet from
the main portion of the building, shall be designed at the juncture with
other parts of the building for rotational forces, or the juncture may be
made by means of sliding fragile joints having a minimum width of not
less than eight (8) inches. The details of such joints shall be made satis-
factory to the building official.

* K-L1-D Horizontal Force Formula: The horizontal force shall be cal-
cula ted according to the following formula:

-'• ~F ---CW
W vhere

"" F =the horizontal f~orce in pounds.
•.• WV = the total dead load, tributary to the point under consideration,

•except for warehouses and tdnks, in which case W shall equal
•- .... the total live load tributary to the point under consideration.

Machinery or other fixed concentrated loads shall be considered
as part off the dead load.

C = a numerical constant as shown in table 14B and section K'-1I-D-1
*to KIlI-D-3 inclusive.
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•!"iTABLE 14.B.-HORItZOt-TAL FOP.CE FACTORiS

Value of C Direction ofPart or Portion in Zone I * Force

Floos, oof, clums ad bacig inanystoy o a uiling 0.1"*" Any
Floos, oof, clums aid racng i an stry f abuidin ~ '~** direction

or the structure as a whole'' N144½ horizontally

Bearing walls, non-bearing walls, partitions, free standing .iha05 i- Nrmlt
masonry walls over 6 ft. in height With af mii-e Normale tof

/ pounds per waill
511. ft.

Cantieverparaot ~Normal to
wantllsrprpt n te cantilever walls, except retaining .25 surtace of

wallswall

Any'
Exterior and interior ornamentations and appendages .25 direction

horizontally

When connected to or part ef a building: towers, tanks, towers Any
and tanks plus contents, chimneys, smokestacks and pent- 05 direction
houses• horizontally.

Elevated water tanks and other tower-sirpported structures A0irciny
not supported by a building 0 hodreiontal

* For sones, ann tubie sac. For requlremoents ini ones set section K-11-D-i to K5-11.D.3 lnclusine.*'Whore specified wind load would produce higher srresses, this load shall he used in lieu ot the fuclor
shown. (See section 720.0.1
N \ "* is number of steries ebuve lire story under consaideration, provided loat for fioora er horizolate

•.• braclne, N shall be only thre numbher of siories ceontibtrliaz loado.

. K-l1-D-1 Requirements for Zone I; Where earthquake loads are appli-
='cable to buildings or structures in Zone 1 on coup in table 14C, the value

...of "C" shall be as shown in table 14B.
KC-11;D-2 Requirements for Zone 2: Where earthquake loads are
applicable to buildings or structures in Zone 2 on snap in table 14C, the
value of "C" shown in table 14B shall be doubled.
J(-l1-D-3 Requirement-s for Zone 3: Where earthquake loads are
applicable to buildings or structures in Zone 3, on map in table 14C, the

.... , value of "C" shown in table 14B shall be multiplied by four (4).
J" -1I-D-4 Location of Zones: For the purpose ofr determrining the

L:•. value of "C" in table 14B, the map in table 14C shall govern.
.•- K-l1-E Foundation Ties: Where earthquake loads are applicable in
. .,the design of buildings, other than lightly loaded structures of type 2 and
--. ••"•4 construction, where the foundations rest on piles or on soil having a safe

Vi. ': ; bearing value of less than two thousand (2000) pounds per square foot,
-•.:•• the foundations shall be completely interconnected in two directions ap>-

I- ., proximately at right angles to each other. Each such interconnecti-ng
k. member shall be capable of transmitting by both tension and corn-

'-Fl/t • . 6L,,T~¢. L/l :,•5-7, ••"• [ e:: "'
oi .:,Lu' o/.j( ,z:-.• ,•77'"i-•/_ - -:'.,;'"€ ":°'
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STRUCTURAL LOADS AND STRESSES

SECTION 912.0 WINOl LOAD

912.1 Design: All exposed structures or parts of structures shall bed designed to
resist the pressures due to wind in any direction. as provided in Sections912.0
to 915,0 inclusive. The basic mini m ur wind speeds are shown in Figure 9t2. [
for the geographic location of the structure. The minimum wind pressures
corresponding to specific wind speeds and heights are shown in Table 912.1I.
In all cases, the wind loads shall be considered as acting normal to the surfaces
to which they apply. These provisions do not apply to structures of unusual
shape. exposure, or structural characteristics which would make them sus-
ceptible to unusual stresses. In such cases, special engineering investigations

are required.

Table 912.1
EFFECTIVE VELOCITY PRESSURES2

FOR ORDINARY BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES

Height Basic wind speed (mph) __

(It)
______ 50 60 70 80 90 1 0 ' 110 120 130

Less than 30 10 10 10 10 13 16 20 23 27
30-40 10 10 11 14 17 21 27 31 36
40-75 10 "10 12 15 19 24 29 34 40
75-125. 10 11 1,s 19 24 ; 30 .. 35 .43 51

125-175 .,10 12 '17 " 22 ,,28'- ,34.i -41- i.4 , -,, : 58
175-225 10 ".14 :18 24 " 31 : 38>"46 54. 64
225-275 10 15 20 26 33 41 49 59 69
275-325 11 16 2 28 35 43 52 62 73
325-375 11 16 22 92 37 45 55 65 77
375-425 ,12 17 23 -31 39-: 45 '• ".:58• 5. 9 81
425-475 12 18 24 32 .40~ 60 : 5 0 72 .8
475.-525 -13- 18 25 33 '42 "51" - 62:' '"74 8
525-575 13 19 25 34 43 53 64 76 90
575-625 14 20 2 35 44 55 66 79 92
625-675 14 20 28 36 •46 57 69 8...28 : 96
675-725 14 21 28 37 47 .58 70 --83. . 98
725-775 15 21-•129138 48 - ':59 .- :72: .. 86 -: 100.
775-825 - 15 22 [ 30' 39 49 .61.- 73 87. ' 1027

I
INote a. Pressures. is pounds per square toot, are based on geographic locations such as suburban areas.towns, city outskirts, wooded areas andi rolhing terrain

Nate b. 1lIon! 304 8 mmrn 1 mph = 0.447 m Is: I psl 4 882 kg/mnL

912.2 Special wind conditions: Special wind conditions shall he provided for
in accordance with Sections 912.2.1 and 912.2.2.

912.2.1 Increased loads: For structures located in flat, open country, open flatcoastal belts. grassland, unusually exposed positions or in geographical
regions where local records indicate higher wind loads than established in
Section 912.1 the higher wind load shall be used.

912.2.2 Decreased loads: Forstructures located incenters of large cities. very
rough, hilly' terrain and in geographical regions where substantiating data
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i i i; 915.3 Shielding effect: The shield ing effect of one element by a nother shall not
i) be considered when the distance between them exceeds four times the pro-
i~i:' ii jected smallest dimension of the windward element.

•I! 915.4 Effeet of shape: Net pressure coefficients for chimneys, tanks and
iL ~similar structures are prescribed in TIable 915.4. These coefficients apply to
•i i'the projected area of the structure on a vertical plane normal to the wind

direction. For slender structures such as flagpoles, a minimum net pressure
•{ coefficient of 1.2 shall be used if d-V'< 2.5.

[ SEC3TION} Ili.,O EAHTHUUAKE LOAD

:i'}!•:}: • 916.] General: In regions where local experience or the records of the U.S.
,,.' ' .,'l~i Geological Survey (USGS) show loss of life ordamage of buildings resulting

from earthquakes. buildings and structures hereafter erected shall be
;•'t hdesigned to withstand lateral forces as provided in Section 916.3. except as

": i] " exempted in Section 916.2.
i"'.i• . ,916.2 Exemptions: Earthquake loading shall not be required in calculating
:!'•! the structural frame of a building or structure when the building complies

• },5i?;! with one or more of the following conditions.
I. Is located in Zone 0 of Figure 916.

___. 2.[{i Is located where local experience or the records of the U.S. Geological
.. ' .i'iSurvey' (USGS) do not show loss of life or damage to property, regard-

less of zone.
}•;!: } ,i3. Is a building of Use Group R-3.
•;'!•[:!:{4. ls a minor accessory building.

ii.•i•{i:! 916.3 Earthquake load design: The load design criteria provided in this
.,. .. • section shall be used to calculate and effectively provide for the loads and
. ,•; j stresses acting upon a structure.

•.:'..V, 916.3.1 General: When required to withstand lateral forces under Section
-' : L.. 916.1 buildings and structures shall be designed in accordance with the

• •,,. "following provisions of this section according to the zone in which they' are
- :i located on the seismic probability map in Figure 916.

:: i:.916.3.1.1 Application of provisions: These lateral force requirements are
- intended to make buildings earthquake resistive. The provisions apply to the
•' buildings as a unit and also to all parts thereof, including the structural frame

;, or walls, floor and roof sy;stems, and other structural features. In specific
': -ii eases, they' may be interpreted or added to as to detail by approval of the

;?•' building official in order that the intent shall be fullfilled. -
::!, 916.3.1.2 Additions: Where applicable, every,,addition to an existing building ,:

il : ~or structure shall be designed and constructed to resist and withstand the..,
A . forces provided for herein, and in any case where an existing building or..

{• "structure is increased in height all portions thereofaffected bysuc~hincreased .
•; ;. height shall be reconstructed to resist and withstand the forces frovided for •!
;¢"• herein.
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916.3.1.3 Alterations: Where applicable, an existing building or struct
shall not be altered or reconstructed in such a manner that the resistance

the forces provided for herein will be less than that before such alteration

reconstruction was made; provided, however, that this provision shall

apply to nonbearing partitions, and shall not apply to other minor ahterati

which are made in accordance with Section 103,3.

916.3.2 Plans and design data: Where earthquake loads are applicable, a b

statement of the items indicated in Sections 916.3.2.1 through 916.3.2.3 s"

be included with each set of plans filed.

916.3.2.1 Dead and live loads: A summation of the dead and live loads of

building, floor by floor, which was used in figuring the shear for which

building is designed.

916.3.2.2 Bracing: A brief description of the bracing system used, the man

in which the designer expects such system to act and a clear statement of

assumption used. Assumptions as to location of all points ofecounter flex

in members must be stated.

916.3.2.3 Sample calculation: Sample calculation of a typical bent or equi\

ent. For combined stresses due to the lateral forces and other loads.

allowable unit stresses and the allowable load in connections may

increased as provided in Section 917.0.

•916.3.3 Lateral force requirements: Where earthquake loads are applica

every building or structure and every' portion thereof, except as exemptec

Section 916.2, shall be designed and constructed to resist stresses produced

lateral forces as provided in this section. Stresses shall be calculated as

effect of a force applied horizontally at each floor or roof level above

foundation. The force shall be assumed to act from any horizontal directi

In those zones where wind, snow, or other loads impose a greater load t

those provided herein, such other loads shall be provided for.

916.3.4 Definitions: The definitions listed below apply only to the provisi

of this section.
Space frame: A three dimensional structural system composed of interc

nected members, other than shear or bearing walls, laterall~y supported

as to function as a complete self contained unit with or without the aic

horizontal diaphragms or floor bracing systems.
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Space frame, vertical load carrying: A space frame designed to carry

vertical loads.

Space frame, moment resisting: A vertical load carrying space frame in wh

the members and joints are capable of resisting design lateral forces

bending moments and column shears.

Space frame, ductile moment resisting: A space, frame which complies •

the requirements for a ductile moment resisting space frame as set fort

Section 916.3.11I.
':•>•.;:: .,:" '•L3,::•:•'?,: .!':"ii.•.;••'?•,i; ': ;: ',::• :
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Box system: A structural system without a complete vertical load carrying

space frame. In this system. the required lateral forces are resisted by shear

walls as hereinafter defined,

Shear 'wall" A wall designed to resist lateral forces parallel to the wall. Braced

frames subjected, primarily to axial stresses shall be considered as shear

walls for the purpose of this deftiniti on,

Lateral force resisting system: That part of the structural system to which the

lateral forces prescribed in Section 9l6.3,5.1 are assigned.

91 6.3.4.1 Symbolsa•nd notations: The following symnbols and not~ations apply

only to the provisions of this section.

C :Numerical coefficient for base shear as defined in Section

916.3.5.2.
(7, zNumerical coefficient as defined in Section 916.3.5.2 and set

forth in Table 916.3.5.2.

D =Thedimension of the building in fect mna direction parallel to the

applied forces (see also Section 916.3.10).

D, =The plan dimension in feet of the vertical lateral force resisting

system in the direction of the applied force.

F,. F,,, F•=Lateral force applied to level i, n, or x respectively.

F,, zLateral forces on the part of the structure, and in the direction.

under considerationS
F, rThat portion of V" considered concentrated at the top of the

structure, at the level n. The remaining portion of the total base

shear ( V) shall be distributed over the height of the structure

including level n according to the equation for F, in Section

9 16.3.5.1.
h.; h ,,, t, =The height in feet above the base to level i, n, or x respectively.

J1 z Numerical coe fficie nt for hase overturning mome nt asdefined in

Section 916.3.9.
,I,, =Numerical coefficient for overturning moment at level x.

K =Numerical coefficient as set forth in Table 916.3.5.1.

Level i :Level of the structure referred to by the subscript i.

Leveln :That level which is uppermost in the main portion of the

structure.
Lmes'ex =That level which is under design considera;tion.

Al :That overturning moment at the base of the building or structure.

M, :The overturning moment at level x.

N =The total number of stories above exterior grade to level n.

T :Fundamental peri od of vibrat ion of the building or structure in

seconds in the direction under consideration.

" :Th total lateral force or shear at the base.

V F , 4 •-4 F,

where i- I designates first level above the base.

I G8
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W =The dead load /i
W=2 WI :

Exception. P/shall be equal to the total dead load plus 25 percent •=

of the floor live load in Use Group S. !
W,. W, =That portion of Wwhich is located at or is assigned to level i or x

H'• =The weight of a portion of a structure.

Z =Numerical coefficient dependent upon the zone as determined

by the maps in Figure 916. For locations in Zone 1, Z shall be

equal to 0.25. For locations in Zone 2, Z shall be equal to 0.50.

For locations in Zone 3, Z shall be equal to 1.0.

916.3.5 Mininumn earthqua~ke forces for structures: Minimum earthquake

forces shall be determined in accordance with Sections 916.3.5.1 through

916.3.5.3.

916.3.5.1 Total lateral force and distribution of lateral force: Every structure

shall be designed and constructed to withstand minimum total lateral seismic

forces assumed to act nonconcurrently in the direction of each of the main i1-/-~~-

axes of the structure in accordance with the following formula: •

V = ZKCW I--'- 4 -~;

The value of Kshal! be not less than that inTable 916.3.5.1. The value ofC C

shall be determined in accordance with the following formula: •:

C 0.05+ +.f ~

Exception: C shall be 0.1I0 for all one and two story buildings.
Tis the fundamental period of vibration of the structure in seconds in the •..

direction under consideration. Properly substantiated technical data for I::•

establishing the period Tfor the contemplated structure may be submitted. In •

the absence of such data, the value Tfor buildings shall be determined by the •

following formula: z.5 +y-

Exception: In all buildings in which the lateral force resisting system I
consists of a moment resisting space frame which resists 100 percent of the
required lateral forces, and which frame is not enclosed by or adjoined by •!

more rigid elements which would tend to prevent the frame from resisting

lateral forces: 
i

T= 0.10 N

The total lateral force V shall be distributed in the height of the structure in •::;!

F,= .004 V (h, + D,)' '!

F, need not exceed 0.15 Vand may be considered as 0 for values (h, D,) of 3 - - :,.i••:

or less, and...

F,= (V-F,) w~h, +- X w,h ' ,:::;•,

I61•
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• iiii?::., i "Exception: One and two story buildings shall have uniform distribution.
}! At each level designated as x. the force F, shall be applied over the area of

ir the building in accordance with the mass distribution on that level.

HORIZO-IlTAL FORICE FAICTOR K FOR BUILOINGBS
06 OTHER STR1UCTURIES•

T pi!!;"ype or arrangement of resisting elements Value of K
• All building framing systems except at hereinafter classified 1.00

i,' Buildings with a box system as defined in Section 916.3.4 1.33
ii i!! iBuildings with a dual bracing system consisting ofia ductile moment resisting
•'• J!i!space trains and shear walls designed in accordance with the following criteria. 0.83
.! •ili:1. The frames and shear walls shall resist the total lateral force in

*.~-~-~' . .accordance with their relative rigidities considering the interaction of
~ ~ y.~ ithe shear walls and frames.

2. The shear walls acting independently of the ductile moment resisting
.4 ~. -;.'~.. ~space "irame shall resist the total required lateral force.

3. The ductile moment resisting space frame shall have the capacity to
resist not less than 25 percent of the required lateral force.

Buildings with a ductile moment resisting space frame designed to
~ lresist the total required lateral force. 0.67

Elevated tanks plus full contents, on four or more crossbraced legs
and not supported by a buildingc-.d e 3.00)
Structures other than buildings and other than those
set forth in Table 916.3.5.2 2.00

Note a. Where wind toad would produce higher stresses, these: loads shalt be used in lieu ot the' loads
resulting from earthquake forces.~45~ ~Nets b. See mops in Figure 916 for seismic probability zones and definitions ot Z an specified in Section~ '~ I916.3.4.1.

I~l .The minimam value of KC shall be 0.12 and the maximum value of KC need not exceed 0.25.
til .Froverturning, the factor J uo specified is Section 916.3.9 shalt be 1.00..-/,•, i" Nofo m. The torsional requirements of Sectiou 916.3.8 shall apply.

is{i~ 916.3.5.2. Lateral forces on parts or portions of buildings and other structures:
•..!!)?Parts or portions of buildings or structures and their anchorage shall be

!designed for lateral forces in accordance with the following formula:

• .,!,•,Fp ZCpWp

,-:,..•.,The values of C• are in Table 916.3.5.2. The distribution of these forces shall
• i !iilbe according to the gravity loads pertaining thereto.

:!.?' .::i916.3.5.3 Pile foundiations and caisson footings: Individual pile and caisson
=:_ I. footings of every building or structure shall be interconnected by ties, each of
!".i':'which can carry by tension and compression a horiz~ontal force equal to 1
!; •i• percent of the larger pile cap loading, unless it can be demonstrated that i:

equivalent restraint can be provided by other means. ?.

. , ', 916.3.6 Distribution of horizontal shear: Total shear in any horizontal plane ""
•!• ~shall be distributed to the various elements of the lateral force resisting system rn
i~~i '" in proportion to their rigidities, considering the rigidity of the horizontal •:"
! • ~bracing system or diaphragm. Rigid elements that are assumed not to be part .;

. <
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of the lateral force resisting system may be incorporated into buildings
provided that their effect on the action of the system is considered and
provided for in the design.

916.3.7 Drift: Lateral deflections or drift of a story relative to its adjacent
stories shall be considered.

916.3.g Horizontal torsional moments: Provisions shall be made for the
increase in shear resulting from the horizontal torsion due to an eccentricity
between the center of mass and the center of rigidity. Negative torsional
shears shall be neglected. Where the vertical resisting elements depend on
diaphragm action for shear distribution at any level, the shear resisting
elements shall be capable of resisting a torsional moment assumed to be
equivalent to the story shear acting with an eccentricity of not less than 5
percent of the maximum building dimension at that level.

916.3.9 Overturning: Every building or structure shall be designed to resist the
overturning effects caused by wind forces and the related requirements, or the
earthquake forces specified in this section, whichever governs.

Exception: The axial loads from earthquake force on vertical elements andfootings in every building or structure may be modified in accordance with
the following provisions,

Table 216.5.5.2HORIZONTAL FORICE FAzCTOR Cp FOR PARTS
OR PIORTIONS SF Rt1UI~SS OR OTHER STRUCTURES

I~I

.1•
Part or portion of building of Doweri° j Value of Ca

Exterior bearing and nonbearing walls, interior bearing walls andI Normal 0.20
partitions, interior nonbearing walls and partitions over to flat
10 feet in height, masonry fences over 6 feet in height. surface
Cantilever parapet and other cantilever walls, except retaining Normal 1.00
walls. . .to flat

Exterior and interior ornamentations and appendages Any 10

When connected to or part of a building: towers, tanks, towers and Any O.-O'
tanks plus contents, chimneys, smokestacks, and penthouses direction _____

When resting on the ground, tank plus effective IAny 0.10
mass of its contents direction _____

Floors and roofs acting as diaphragms0  Any 0.10
__________________________________________________ direction

Connections for exterior panels or for elements complying with Any 2.00
Section 916.3.12.5 direction

title e. When hv o1 any building is nquat In or greater than five to one, increase value by 50 percent.
0

tiete bi. Floors and roots acting on diaphragms snolt be designed for a minimum value of Go of t0 percent
applied ta loads tributary fromn that tofry unfeno a greator value of Ce in required by bhe basic seismic
formula V = Z;KCW.

ttetr, .1 toot 3O.48 tur.
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1~

THE BO~a, BASIC BIJLtI~nlO CODE/igB1

I, Overturning momcnt(M)
be determined in accorda:

h:+i ~~where J = 0.6 + /•

;' ~The value of]J need not b•

2. Forstructures other thanl
0.45, and the overturning e
be determined in accordat

M, =J, [F1 ('

where hJ =d+ (1 -]) (h, -'

tI 916.3.9.1 Overturning moment
changes of the design overturni
shall bedistributed to the variou
the distribution of the shearsi
members a re provid ed which arc
moments, a redistribution mayEI
of sufficient strength and stiffne:

Where a vertical resisting
moment carried by the lowest st
load to the foundation.

916.3.10} Setbacks: Buildings ha
the tower in each direction is a
dimension of the lower part ma)
setbacks for the purpose of dei{

For other conditions of setba
*?qi building using the larger of the

:•-ii:.i !} determined by considering the
i~i~ili} height or as part of the overall
+ .:![!.], tower shall be applied at sthe toF
(:i be otherwise considered separal

•'•7•I 9i6.3.l I Structural systems: B
.• ) i~i hetght shall have ductile morn
* I connections) are capable of resi
i:/.!]ii seismic force for the structure

5. "i;• hori7ontal force factor K of 0.q
ii:';:•ispace frames.

iI• Exceptions
[ 'i I. Bluildings more than 160t,

shear walls or braced franr!.i: }:!frame, provided a K ,valuc

)at the base of the building or structure shall
nce with the following formula:

Fho= F~h,)

emore than 1.00.

buildings, the value ofiJ shall not be less than
noment lM.,) at any level designated as x shall
nce with the following formula:

",- h)4X F; I, & - h

- hop

distribution: At any level, the incremental
ng moment in the story under consideration
is resisting elements in the same proportion as
n the resisting system, Where other vertical
ecapable of partially resisting the overturning
re made to these members if framing members
ss to transmit the required loads are provided.
element is discontinuous, the overturning
tory of that element shall be cartried d own as a

aving setbacks wherein the plan dimension of
tleast 75 percent of the corresponding plan

ybe considered as a uniform building without
ermintng seismic forces.
cks. the tower shall he designed as a separate
seismic coefficients at the base of the tower

tower as either a separate build ing for its own
structure. The resulting total shear from the
r.of the lower part of the building which shall
tely' for its own height.

uildings more than 160 feet (48768 mam) ia
ent resisting space frames which (including
sting not less than 25 percent of the required
as a whole. All buildings designed with a

67 or 0.80 shall be ductile moment resisting

eet (48768 mam) in height in Zone I may have
nes in lieu of a ductile moment resisting space
eof 1.00 or 1.33 is utilized in the design.
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2;. Otherst ructural systems may be approved by the building official when 1. 1
evidence is submitted showing that adequate energy absorption and i
ductility are provided to withstand the anticipated earthquakes based i

on a seismological evaluation for the location. !i
Moment resisting space frames and ductile moment resisting space frames '+

may be enclosed or adjoined by more rigid elements which would tend to .!+:

prevent the space frame from resisting lateral forces where it can be shown .:
that the action or fail ure of the more rigid elements will not impair the vertical
and lateral load resisting ability of the space frame.

The necessary ductility for a ductile moment• resisting space frame shall be
provided by a frame which will incorporate approved criteria for achieving ,.'
ductility in the elastic and inelastic range. Shear walls in buildings where K I 1}
0.80 shall be constructed so achieve ductile systems in accordance with '

approved criteria. + ~
9!16.3.12 Design requirements: The design req uireme nts ofS ecti ons 916.3. 12.1Ii
through 916.3.12.5 shall apply to the earthquake design required bY this[

section. I ~ ~
916.3.12.1 Building separations: All portions of structures shall be designed , .
and constructed to act as an integral unit in resisting horixontal forces unless '~

separated structurally bysa distance sufficient to avoid contact under deflec-
tion from seismic action or wind forces.

9][6.3.12.2 Minor alterations: Minor structural alterations may be made in
existing buildings and other structures; but the resistance to lateral forces
shall :be not less than that before such alterations were made, unless the '

building as altered meets the requirements of this section,

916.3.I2.3 Structural elements: All elements within the structure wbich are
considered to resist seismic forces or movement, or are connected so as to'
participate with the structural system. shall be designed in accordance with
approved structural practice.
916.3.12.4 Combined vertical and horizontal forces: In computing the effect ' i

of seismic force in combination with vertical loads, gravity load stresses
induced in members by dead load plus design live load, except roof live load
and snow load, shall be considered.
916.3.12.5 Exterior elements: Nonbearing nonshear wall panels, or other

movements of the structure resulting from lateral forces or temperature
changes. These panels or other elements shall be supported by approved I
means or by mechanical fasteners in accordance with the provisions of ,
Sections 916.3.12.5. I through 916.3.12.5.3. ""9163.2.51 oveen bewen sores:Conecios ad ane jint sal
allow -for~arelative movement between stories of not less than two times story
drift caused by wind or seismic forces, or.¼4 inchl6mrm). whichever is greater. Ii,



Figure 1112.3.2
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STRUCTURAL LOADS

Table 1112,3.3aEFFECTIVE VELOCITY PRESSURES Pe (lb/It2) FOR
BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES .(EXPOSURE B)=

Height above -Basic wind speed (mph) ___

radelft) 70 [ 8 0 100o 1 110

0-20 9 2 15 1,8 12220-40 10 13 17 21 25

40.60 13 16 21 26 31

. 100-150 .16. 21 '. 27 33, -'40
•; ... 150-200 lB 23 29 "36 43

200-300 20 26 33 41 50
300-400 I 23 30 37 46 56
> 400 j Per ASCE 7 listed in Appendix A.

Note a. 1 poundI per square tool = 4/.SS P; 1 mile per flour = U.447 m/s; 1 toot = ju4.e mm.

Table 1112.3,3bEFFECTIVE VELOCITY PRESSURES P9 (lb/It2) FOR
BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES (EXPOSURE C)a

Hegh aov _____ Basic wind speed (mph)
____ rde~it) 70 80 T 90 100 t110

20-40 16 21 I27 33 40
40-60 19 25 31 38 47
60-100 20 26 j 33. 41 50

100.150 23 30 37 46 56
200-300 •25 33' 42 49 51 6
150-200 *24 31 3 94 49 59
300-400 I 28 36 46 56 68
> 400 Per ASCE 7 listed ir• Appendix A.

Rote a. 1 pound per square toot = 47.88 P; 1 mile per hour = 0.447 m/s: 1 loot =304.8 mm.

1112.3.4 Special wind conditions: Special wind conditions shall be provided
for in accordance with Sections I1t12.3.4.1 and I 112.3.4.2,

1112.3.4.1 Increased loads: For structures located on flat, unobstructed
coastal areas directly exposed to wind flowing over large bodies of water,
within 1,500 feet (457 m) of the shoreline, the increased wind loads of Ex-
posure D shall be used in accordance with ASCE 7 listed in Appendix A.

1112.3.4.2 Decreased loads: For structures located in centers of large cities
with at least 50 percent of the buildings having a height in exceso of 70 feet
(21336 mam) and where these conditions prevail in the upwind direction for
a distance of at least one-half mile or ten times the height of the structure,
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1112.2 Symbols, notations and definitions: The following symbols, notations and
definitions shall apply to the provisions of this section.

Pd~p: +ph~ = design pressure to be used in determination of wind loads for the
main windforce-resisting sy.•tem

p:=windward design pressure evaluated at height above grade (u). in pounds
•per square foot

ph=leeward or sidewall pressure evaluated at height z =h, in pounds per
square foot

: •height above grade, in feet
h the mean roof height of a building, the height of other structures or the

eave height for buildings with roof slope of less than 10 degrees
(0.17 rad), in feet

P•=effective velocity pressure, including gust effect as tabulated in Table
Ill12.3.3a( I) for Exposure B and Table II 112.3.3b for Exposure C. ,.~w

/ importance factor of the building or other structure as indicated in
Tables 1112.2a(lI) and 1112.2b

Cp , extemnal pressure coefficient to be used in determination of wind loads A•
for buildings or for other struactures (see Figure 111 2.2a and Tables :i;,!
1112.2c though 1112.2h)

Components and cladding: Structural elements that are either directly loaded by !•. :
the wind or receive wind loads" origi~nating at relaiively close locations and that ~ ~
transfer those loads to the main windforce-resisting system. -.•'.

Mlain windforce-resisting system: An assemblage of major structural elements
designed to provide support for secondary members and cladding. The system -r~
primarily receives wind loading from relatively remote locations. ;

Tal 11.2a,(1) ai~ ..

IMPORTANCE FACTOR, l( WIND LOADS)

Importance factor, / I
Category5a 100 miles (161 kin) Irom hurricane Al hurricane

oceanline, and in other areas oceanlinec
II 1.00 1.05

111.07 I 1.11
III 1.7i 1.11
IV .5 n

.. .... p .-... *5 1 "* . ...* " :i :,' q '•,Note a. For building and structure ctassitication categories, see Table 11 122b. . '... -" . -". .-
Note b. Far regions between the hurricane oceanliine and ioc miles (161 kin) inland, the importance •' .. " :,, . - : ..

tactor (/) shall be determined by linear interpotation. ' '.. " :" :
Notesc. Hurricane oceanlinss are lbs Atlantic and Gulf at Mexico coastal areas. t ' !', L:'.,.•:, ,.:i: :}: " I !• I:.:::":: '•'':: i:i!'
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THE BOCA NATIONAL BUILDING CODE/1Qgo

'' ":; ;.;•"• %:" i•:" ,:'•!.--, .L'"

OF BUIL11I.2SCLASSIFICATION OFBIDNSAND GTHER STRUCTURES FOR WINO LOADS

Nature of occupancy Category

All buildings and structures except those listed below

Buildings and structures of Use Group A in
which more than 300 people congregate in one area II

Buildings and structures designated as essential facilities
including, but not limited to:

1. 1-2 uses having surgery or emergency treatment areas
2. Fire or rescue and police stations
3. Primary communication facilities and disaster operation ItI

centers
•4. Power stations and other utilities required in an

emergency
5. Structures having oritical national defense capabilities
6. Designated shelters for hurricanes

Buildings and structures that represent a low hazard to human
life in the event of failure, such as agricultural buildings,
production greenhouses, certain temporary facitities and minor IV
storage facilities

Table 1112.2c
EXTERNAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR ARCHED ROOFS, Cpa

________ Cph
Condition Rise-to-span Windward Center i Leeward

ratio, r L quarter halt quarter
Roof on 0 < r< 0.2 -0.9 -0.7-r I -0.5

elevated 0.2•_ r< 0.3c 1.5r- 0.3 -0.7-r , -0.5
structure •0.3•_ r 0.6 2.75r- 0.7 -0.7-r i -0.5

RoofI
springing!
from
ground
level D< r_. 0.6 l 1.r -0.7-r -0.5

I.

Note a. Values listed are for the determination ot average loads on the main windforce-resisting sys-
tem.

Note b. Plus and minus signs signify pressures acting toward and away from the suriaces, respective-
ly.

Note c. When the rise-lu-span is 0.2 r_< .3, alternate coefficients given by Or- 2.1 shall also be used
for the windward quarter.

I,
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Figure 1113.1MAP OF SEISMIC ZONES AND EFFECTIVE PEAK VELOCITY-RELATED ACCELERATION (A,,)
CONTIGUOUS 48 STATES
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1609.6 Minimum design wind load: The design wind load shall
be determined in accordance with Sections 1609.7 through
1 609. IOI or thc mini inurn dlesigen ohind load in thiis section., whcich-
ever is greater. The wind lind utifi;,ed in the design of the main
windloree-resisti ng system for huildi nis and other structures
shall not be les~s than JO psi" (479 Pa) multiplied by the area of
the btildi ng or structure projected on a vertical plane that is
normal to the wind direction.

In the calcutlation of design uwind loads for components and
cladding for buildings, the pressore ditieretnce between opposite
fatces shall be utken into considerattion. The combined design
pressore shall be not. less than lO psf (479 Pa) acting in either
direction normal to the surface.

The wind toad osed iin the design of compotnents and cladding
for other structures shall be not less titan l0 psf (479 Pa) multi7
plied by the projected area of the eomponentt or cladding.

1609.7 Building main windforce-resisting system: The build-
ing's main windforce-resisting systetm shall be designed for
external and internal pressore effects caused by thtc hesic wind
speed from any direction, as determined itn this section. The
design pressure shall be applied simultaoeoosly on windward
and leeward walls, and (on roof sorfaces its shown in Figure
16(09.7. Positive pressure shall be considered to act toward the
surface and ntegative pressure shall he considered to act away
from the surface. The external atnd internatl pressures shall he
combined to determitne the most critical loaid. The calculatcd
pressures are in pounads pet square foot.

Windward wull desigtn pressure. P:

P = P,, IK.- C;, Q~, - K,, (GO:),,)J

L~eeward wall, side walls and] roof design pressore, P':

I' = l',. 1 IKi , c,h , - K,, (Cc,,,)!

where:
P, = Basic velocity pressure iin Table 1609.7(3).

I =Winrl load imnportance factor in Table 16019.5.
K. = Velocity pressure exposure coefficient, at the heieht of'

interest (z.) in Table 1609.714).
GQ = Gutst response factor itt Table I 609.7(51, eva luated mtt

height (ht). The gust response factor for buildings which
hove a height to least horizontal dimension raitio greater
than 5 or a fundatmental freqtuency less than one cycle
per second (period greater than I second) shall be
calculated by an approved rational analysis that incor-
porates the dynamic properties of the main windforce-
resisting system.

C, = External pressure co~cfficietnt in Table 16019.71 I I. "fable
1609.7(2) and Table 1609.717).

K. = Velo~city pressure cxposurc: coefficient, cvaltuated at the
mean roof hteight (h(itt Table 1609.7(4).

UC,=Product o~f itnternal pressure coefficient and gust re-
spontse f'actor in Table 16f)9.7(6).

h = Mean roof height: the distance front grade to the aver-

ace height of the rooff or tto the cave height for huildingis
or other structures having a roof ,lope equal to or less
than It0 degrees 10.17 rad I

Table 1609.7(1)WALL PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS (C0)

Surface L.'B F . r__ ' For use with

Windward wall i All values i 0.8 t K,

01to1 -0.5
Leeward wall 24 -0.3 K,,

Side walls All values [ -0.7 j K,

Table 1609.7(2)ROOF PRESSURE COEFFIClENTS'. b. ,., lC•, , FOR USE WITH K,

Windward ]-......~Wind ....
Directiotn Angle. 0, Leeward

OIL _____ _ itdegrees)'
J ___ 0 I10-151-20f 30 40 50 ">60 ___

Normalto ridge

Parallel
to ridge

5 "0.30.5
1.0

51.5

It/B r hIL
e2.5

tr/O or h/L
>2.5

* 071 0. 0.2 0. 0.1 !0.5 10o.0
-0.7 -09 1-075-0.2 0.3 0.5. 0.016
-0.7 -0.9 -0.75 -0.2 0.3 }0.5 0.01,1

- 7 - 9 -09 -0,9 -0.35 02 , '
07 -. .o. .2 '0.06

-0.8

-0.7
lot all
nalues
a) tilL
arnd 0

-0.8

L

Note a. Ruler to Table 1609.7171 for arched tools.Note b. Plus and mines signs signify niesseres acting towardl and uaway Irem
the surfaces, respectively.

Note c. Ltitear interpotlaion is permitted Ior salves el 8. 0..7 andt bitB ratios eiliter
than sh~own.

Note d. Notation:
S= Heighil shone ground, in toet.

n t Mean rout height, in feet. or Ihe ease hieigtht is permitted for e < 10
degrees.

B = Horizontal dimension ot building, in leel, mteasuiredl normal to wi-nd
ditection.

L=Horizontal dimension at building, ii test, measured parallet towtijd
direction.

0 = Reel slope frtom lsoriotmtal. iiidegrees tSee Figure 1609.7).
Nate e. Both valees of C0 shall be ulilized in assessing saad ellects
Nato I. I degree = 0.01 745 rad

Table 15•09.7(3)

BASIC VELOCITY PRESSURE )P,,)

Basic Wid 1 Fj I

Spe.ed'ILi 7 75 80 85 - 9  t 0 12 3
...hnu'i ! _!_.__________

Basic ',,l-..
erlsoubre) 125 14.4 164 18.5 20.7 25.6 31. 63.9 43.3

Note a. Basic svihtd speed lu be determined in accordance wflm Section 1609.3.
Nate b. The Basic Velocity; Pressure lP,. is permitted to be determined to

accordance witO Ifre following lorinda Pv 0.00256 VO.
where: V= Basic wind speed (miles per housh dterttiert ind accordancee
,;ilO Section t609 3.

Nate c. I ritle per hour =1.6 kuin:hi; 1 pound p)er nquare toot =47 g Pa
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/

Mean roof height (hI: The distance from grade to the average
h~eiuht of the roof or to thle cure height for btuiidings or other
strutctures haviog a roof slope equal to o~r less than I (1 degrees
(0.17 rad).

WVind tributary area IA): Thai portion of the surface area
receiving winrd Ioad.r supported by the element cotsidered.
For a rectangular tributary area, the widthl of the. area need not
he less than one-third the length of the area.

1609.3 Basic wind speed: Thle basic wind speed. itt miles per
hour, for the design of a structure shall be based on location of
the structure determined by Figure 1 609.3 or TFable 1 609.3. Basic
wind speed for the special wittd regions indicated ott Figure
1 609.3 or in Note a of Table 16(09.3 shall bc in accordance with
local jurisdiction requirements. Basic wind speeds determined
by the local jurisdictiott shall be based ott fastest-mile wind
speeds at 33 feet (10058 tam) above the grotund, Exposure C,
with an annttal probability of 0.02. Measurements taken at loca-
tions not meeting these criteria shall be adutitsed accordingly.
Reductions in the basic wind speed doe to direct shielding
afforded by adjacent buildings, structures• or terrain features shall
not be permitted.

Table 1606.3
BASIC WIND SPEED (V) a

V
Location (miles pet hourl'

H-a•,Jaii 80
Puerto Rico 95

Note a. Basic wind speed nlear moantainous terrain, gorges and ocean promon-
tories snail be in accordance with local iunstdictonl requirements~

Note bt. 1 mite per hour =1.5 Cmthr

.1609.4 Exposure category: T]he appropriate wind exposure\shall be determined for each side of the building or strutcture
consistent with the site terrain as required by this section. Wind
Joadse for the design of the main windforce-resisaing system shall
be based on the site expos;ure category,, as follows;

Exposure A: Large city centers with at least 5(1 percet of the
buildings having a height in excess of 70 feet (21336 mam).
Use of this exposure category shall be limited an those areas
for which• terrain representative of Exposure A prevails in the
upwind direction for a distance of at least one-half mile or ten
times the height of the building or structure, whichever is
greater. Possible chantneling effects or increased velocity
pressures due so the building or structure being located itt the
wake of adjacetnt btuildirtgs shall be taken into accouttt in the
determination of thle design wtitnd pressures.

Exposure B: Urban and sutbttrban areas, wooded areas or
other terrain with numerous closely spaced obstructions hay-
tnt the size ofs.iogte-famnilydweIlting.r or larger. This exposutre

c~ategory shall be limited to those areas fur which terrain
representative of Exposure B prevails in the upwind direction
for a distance of at least 1.5110 feet 1457 m) or ten times the
Iheiyht of the building or structure, whichtever is greaser,

Exposure C: Open terrain with scattered obstructions havitng
hteights generally less than 30 feet 19144 mam). This category
includes flat, open cotuntry and grasslands.

Exposure I): Flat, tunobstructed areas exposed to wind lob.
ring over large bodies of water which are greater thatn I mi
( 1.6 kin) in width in the utpwind dirEctont. This exposure she.
apply only to those buildings and other structures exposed
wind cotnitng from over the water. Exposure D extenids itilatn
fromn theshtorelitte a distance of 1 .510 feet (457 rti~or ten t imt
the height of the building~ tr structure, whichever is greater.

1 609.4.1 Exposure category for design of components an
cladding: Components and cladding for buildings with
mean roof height of 60 feet C I8288 minti or less shall b
designed on the basis of Exposure C. Conaponents and clad
ding for buildings with a mean roof heighti in EXCESS of 6O fee
( 18288 mam) and for other structures shall be designed on th
basis of the exposure categotries in Section 1609.4, except tha
Exposure B shall be asstumed for buildings and other struc
tores sited in terrain representative of Exposutre A.

1609.5 Importance factor: Buildings arid other structures shial
be assigned a wintd load importance factor (1) in accordance wirl
Table 1609.5.

Table 160l9.5
IMPORTANCE FACTOR (I)

SWind Load Importance, Factor t• e_ ., ^

Natureatoccupancy. f 1002 mil"eo .Soceanline, and in oceanhine"

other areas ____ I ____
All buildings ano structures 10 1 ~
exceplthtose listed b~elow .__.00 t_____ .
Occupancies in Use Group A in / -l 1--
whtich more than 300 people 11I5 1.3 , 1.1
congregate in one area [•

Buildings and structures having
essential lacilities, including
buildings containing any one or
more oi tihe indicated
occupancies
1. Fire, rescae and police stationsO
2. Use Group I-2 having surgeryl

or emergency treatment
3. Emerency preparedness 1 15 123 1.2

centers
4. Designated shatters tar

hurricanes.
5. Power generating stations and

other utilities required as
emergency backup lacilities

6. Primary communication I ___

tacitlities..
Suildinos aria structures that l
represent a lost hazard to human
tile in the event otf/arlire, such us
agricultural buildings, production 090 :O100 0 8
g reenhouses, certain temporary I
facilities and minOr storuge
facitities .

Note a. For regions between thme hurricane ecoanhnse and 100 etiles inland. ine
importance tactor (Ut shall be determined Ity Iineam inlempulationr

Nate b. Huarrcone oceanhines are the Atlantic and Gall ol Mexico coastal areas
Nate c. I mrie 6 Im6 i
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~Figure 16101.1.3(2)
CONTOUR MAP OF EFFECTIVE PEAK ACCELERATION COEFFICIENT (Aa)I
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Figure 1610.1.3(1)CONTOUR MAP OF EFFECTIVE PEAK VELOCJTY-RELATEO ACCELERATION COEFFICIENT (AV)
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THE BOCA NATIONAL BUILDING CODE/1 996

Exceptions
I. Det ached onie- arnd ii o-/Ohrily' cwdlinig.s thai arc lo-

cated in seismic mrap areas having an effective peak
velrrcity-related acceleration (A,) value less than (. 15.
in accordance with Section 1610. 1.3, are exempt from
the requirements of this sectioti.

2. Agricultural storage buildings which arc intended only
for incidental human occupancy arc exempt from the
requirements of Ihis section.

3. Buildings or stntctores located where the seisoric coef-
t icicnt representing thre effective peak velocity-reltried
acceleration (A) is less than 0.05. are only required to
comply with Section ] 610.3.6.1.

4. The seismic force-resisting system of wood fratte
buildings that conform tor the provisiotns of Section
2305.8 and arc constructed in accordance wvith Sectiotn
2305.0 and Section 1610.3.6.1 are not requited to be
antalyzed as specified in Sections 161(0.3 through
1610.5 ,., _

16]11.1.1 Additions to existing buildings: An addition ithat
is structuirally indepenrdetnt frorn an existing builldintg shall he
desigtned and cotnstucted in accordance with the seisirti
requiremnents fur tnew builditngs. An adtiticor that is not struc-
Itral ly independent from art existin,, building shall be de-
signed and constructed such that the ertlire huilding conforms
to the seismic requirementrs for tnew huildings unless the
following three provisionts arc complied with:

I. The oddtiwtio cotnplies with the seismic requirements
for tnew huhilditrgs:

2. The addition shall nor increase the seismic forces tn any
structural element of the exisiting building by mote than
5 percent unless the increased foirces ott the element are
still in compliance with these provisionts: and

3. The additionr shall not decrease the seisoric resistance
of anty structural element orf thre existing buildinge beltow
that reqttired for rtew buildings.

161(1.1.2 Change oC occupancy: Where a chang e of orco-
pune' reutsr an exitn buidig being reclassified to a
higher Seismic Ilazard Exposure Group. the building shall
conforml to the seismic reqtuirements for new buildings.

Exception: Upgrading the bitilditig fur th~e seistmic ic-
quiiremetits of this section is nout req u ired for himildinrgs
located in seismic matp areas having an effective peatk
velocity-related aiccelerattiton (A4vt value of less than 11.15
where the chiongc of occnlonzcr resuh Is itt a bu ildirt abemng
reclassified front Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I to
Seismic Hazatrd Exposure Group 11.

1610.1.3 Seismic ground acceleration maps: Thre effective
pecak velocity-related acceleration IA, 1 and the effective peak
acceleration IA.I shall he determined from Figures
1610.1.3(1) and 1610.1.3(2). respectively. Initerpolation shall
be permitted in the determination of thre effective peak veloc-
ity-related accelerationr (A,) and the effective peak accelera-
otto (A). For the appl ication oif I he fortirutlas iin Sect ionrs

1 61(1.4 atnd 1 610.5 whlti ch inrco mrpr rrt thle e fleetivye peak c-
ccleriutiorr coefficicnit IA,.. the value rf A, shall he deteriirtcd
from Fi gore 610 f. I..3t22t or shlmI be ((.15, whri chever is greater.

161 (I.1.4 Site-specific response spectra: \Vhere site-speclIfic
respotnse spectrat are required for buildings assigned rm Seis-
mic Perfomiance Categories fD and 1,:. ill acc-ordarice with
Table 1610.3.53. the site-specific response speetrar shall be
developed hased on groutnd tiotiotis v.,hich hav'e it 90-percent
probability of tori being exceeded in 5(1 y'ears.

1610.1.5 Seismic Ha-zard Exposure Groups: All buildinges
shall be assigned to rone of the Seismic Hazard Expiostre
Groutps itn accoirdatnce with Table 161(0. 1.5.

1610.1.5.] Multiple occup~ancies: Whtere a liuilding is
occupied fur two or more occupancies riot iticluded itt the
sorte Seistmic Hazard Exporsure Group. the building shall
be assigned the classificatioti of the highest Seistmic Haz--
ard Exposure Grrntp occupancy.

Table 1616.1.5
SEISMIC HAZARD EXPOSURE GROUP

Seismic Hazard Exposttre Nature of occupancyGroup type and description ___________

Groap I All occupancies except those listed
___________________ below

Grouto III
Seis'mic Hazatd Exposure!Groap II butildings are (host,
which have a substantiial public
hazard due Io occupancy or use,
including baildings containing
any one or more ol the itndicated
occupancies.

1. Use Group Ain which moete han
300 people congregate in cite
area.

2. Use Group E w.ilh an occupant
load gieater than 250

3. Use Group B used lot college or
adult education with an
occupant load greater than 500.

4. Use Group 1-2 with an occupanl
load greater than 50, not having
o.Irna~r\, nr Cfmlnrnan/flr,, trn

ment facilities.
S5. Use Group 1-3.
6. Power-generating stations and

other public utility facilities not
included in Seismic Hazard
Exposure Group Ill.

7. Any other occupancy with an
occupant load greater than

_____ ________ 5,000.
Group Ill 1 . Fire, rescue and police stations.
Seismic Hazard Exposure 2. UseGroupl-2havingsurgery or
Group IllI btildings ate those emeroency treatment facilities.
having essential tacililies which
are required for post-earth- 3. Etmergency preparedness
quake tecovery, including build- centers.
ings containino any one or more 4.~ Post-earlhqurake recover v
of the indicated occupancies. . vehicle garages.

5. Power-generating stations and
othier alilities reqttired as
emergency backup facilities.

6. Primary communication
lacilities.

7. 1-ighily toxic materials as
defined by Section 307.0 where
thre quantity 01 the omaterial
exceeds the exempt amounts of

________________ p Section 307.8.

/
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN 2 ~0 oi1ecCoau FIGURE 1609

Location V mph (m/s)Hawaii 105 (47)
Puerto Rico 145 (65)
Guam 170 (76)
Virgin islands 145 (65)
American Samoa 125 (56)

Notes:1. Values are nominal design 3-second gust wind speeds in miles per hour (rris)
at 33 ft (10 m) above ground for Exposure C category,

2. Linear interpolation between wind contours is permitted.
3. islands and coastal areas outside the last contour shall use the last wind speed

contour of the coastal area.
4. Mountainous terrain, gorges, ocean promontories, and special wind regions

shall be examined for unusual wind conditions.

FIGURE 1609--continued

BASIC WIND SPEED (3-SECOND GUST)

2000 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE• 1315
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN TABLE 1604.5

TABLE 1604.5

CLASSIFICATION OF BUILDINGS AND OTHER STRUCTURES FOR IMPORTANCE FACTORS

1 SEISMIC SNOW WINO
CATEGORY= NATURE OF OCCUPANCY JFACTOR kl FACTOR ts FACTOR tw

I Buildings and oilier utt'ictusrca except those listed in Gategorics II. Ill hod I\" ta.c 0 I ns].('

Suildings and other structures that represent a substantial hazard its human
life in the event of failure includints. hat not imuted to:
* Buildings and other stntctures where ttore than 3Ott people congregate in

nne a:r ea
* Buildings ustd other stnietures witlt etcmcntaty school, secondary school or

day-care facilities with capacity greater thstt 250
* Buildings and other structures wvith a capacity greater than 5(tO for colleges

ur adult edacation facilities
•Health care facilities with a capacity ol"50 or more resident patients but not 1.25 1.1 1.15

havitng surgery or emergency treatment facilities
* Jails and detentiott facilities
* Any other occupancy witlh an occupant load greater than 5,000
* Power-generating statiotns, water treatosent for potable water, waste water

treatment facilities nod other public utility facilities not included in
Category Ill

* Buildings and other strsuctores not included in Category Ill centaining saffi-
cient quantities of toxic or euplosive substances tohbe dangerous to site pub-
lic if released

Bttildings and other structures designated as essential facilities including. bus
not mlmted to:
* Ilospisals and other health care facilities having suegery' or ensergency treat-

uenut facilities
* Fire, r~esue and police stations and emergency vehicle garages
* Designated earthquake, hurricane or other etnergency shelters
* flesignated etiergency preparcdness, communication, and operation

centers and other facilities required for etnergeney respense
ll "Power-generating stations and other public utility facilities required as t.50 1.2 It15

esnergeney hack-up f~acilities for Category Ill structures
* Structures containing highly toxic ematerials as defined by Section 307

wisere the quantity of the material exceeds the mauimout allowable
qauntity of Table 3077f3i

* Aviation control towers, air traffic control centers and etnergettey aircraft
hangars

* Buildings and other structures having critical national defense fxtnctions
* Water treatment facilities required to maintain swater pressure for fire

suppression

IV

Buildings' -dod other structures that represetnt a low hazard to human life in
the event of failure including, bitt not lisoted to:
, Agricalotral" facilities

* C.ertain temporal' facilities
* Minor storage facilities

I tts 0.87b

a.."'Categoryj is equtvaetnt to 'Seinsmic CUe Group" For the purposes of" Section 16Si16.2.
b. lx hsurrieane-prone regions" wish I" > 100 miles per hoar.,/a shal he 1., 7

structures and portions thereof shall resist the tnosl criti-
cal effects frost the following Com~binations of factored
loads:

1.4D (Formula 16-i)
1.2D + 1 .6L (l0.(L, tsr S or N) (Formula 16-2)
1.2D - .61.6f , orSor N) (f;JL tsr 0.fl.ij (Formula 16-3)
1.21) -" .6W*14/.) + 0.5(L, tsr S or R) (Formula 16--4)

1.2D r- 1.0E -fjL '-$53 (Formula 16-5)
1).9D -+ (I.0E or l.6$') (Formula 16-6)

whcrc:

ft = 1.1) for fltoors in places of" public assembly. fstr live
loads its excess of' lOU pounds per square foot
(4.79 kNirn2 ), and for parking garage live load.

Ic 0.5 for other live loads.

2000 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE®27 297
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN
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MAXIMUM CONSIDE=RED EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION FOR

THE CONTERMINOUS UNITED STATES OF 1.0 SEC SPECTRAL RESPONSE
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN FIGURE 1615(1)
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FIGURE 1615 (1)---ontlnued
MAXIMUM CONSIDERED EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION FOR

THE CONTERMINOUS UNITED STATES OF 0.2 SEC SPECTRAL RESPONSE
ACCELERATION (5 PERCENT OF CRITICAL DAMPING), SITE CLASS B
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN TABLE 1604.5

TAB LE 1 604.5
CLASSIFICATION OF BUILDINGS AND OTHER STRUCTURES FOR IMPqRTANCE FACTORS

SEISMIC F SNOW WINDCATEGORY, NATURE OF DCCUPANCY FACTOR /E FACTOR ts FACTOR Iw

I Buildings and other structures except those listed in Categories II, Ill and I", It 0I t 1.00

1Buildings and other structures that represent a substantial hazard to human
life in the event of failure including, bat not limited to:
•Buildings and other structures where mare than 300 people congregate in
one area

'Buildings and other structures with elementary school, secondary school or
day-care facilities with capacity greater than 250

•Buildings and other strutetures with a capacity greutet than 0(il fur colleges
or adult education facilities

* Health cure facilities with a capacity of 50 ot more resident patients hut not 21€ I I I1
busing turgery or entergency treatment facilities •

* Jails and detention facilities

' Any othet occupancy with an occupant load greater titan 5,0100
* Power-generuting stations, water treatment for potable water, waste seater

treatment fucilities and other public utility facilities not included in
Category Ill

* Buildings and other structures not included in Category" Ill containing safft-
cient quantities of toxic or eaptosise substances to he dangerous to the pub-

lic if released

Buildings and other Itructures designaated as essential facilities including, hut
not limited to:
* Hospitals and other hteaith cure facilities having surgery or emergency tre~at.

meat facilities

* yire, rescue and. police stations and emergency vehicle garages
* Designated earthquake, hurricane or other emergency shelters
* Designated etnergency preparedness, communication, and operation

centers and other facilities requited for etnergency response
*i Pawer-generuting stations and other public utility facilities require~d as 1.50 t 2 t IS

emergency back-up facilities for Category' Ill structures
* Structures containing highly toxic materials as defined by Section 307

where tire quantity of the osaterial exceeds the masimuns allowable
quantity of Table 307.712) -

- Asiation contrul towers, atr traffic etontrol centers antI emergency aircraft
hangars

* Buildings and other struceuran having critical national defense functions
* Water treatment facilities required to maintain water pressure for fire

suppression

lV

Buildings and other structures that represent a low hazard to human life in
the event of failure including, hut not limited to.
* Agricaltumal facilitiet
* Cierutain teatporary facilities

* Minor storage facilities

1t.o 0t8

a"Category' is eqaivalesi to "'Seismic Use Group' for the purposes of Section 161i6.2.

hIn hut-rcane-protic regions with 1" >100 miles pet holur./lu shall he 11.77.

structures and portions thereof shall resist the most criti-
cal effects front Ike followingi combinations of faclored

loads:

lA:D ... (Formula 16-1)
1 .2D I 1.6L ll0.5(L. or .S or I.) (Formula 16-2)
l.2D - l.6'(L. or Sor R) 1 (17-or0.8WV) (Formula 16-3)
1.2D1- 1.6W - f•L 0.5(Lr or SorR5) (Formula 16-4)

I1.2D + 1.0E /.J) "]S (Formula 16-5)
l).9D +(1.0K or 1.6W14) (Formula 16-6)

wsherc:
.f = 1.0 for floors in places of public assembly, for live

loads in excess of 101) poonds per sqoare foot
(4.79 kN'm 2'l, and for parkitsg garage usve load.

f/= 0.5 for other live loads.

2000 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE®27 297
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90(40)

120(54)

• 2003 INTERNATIC

Notes:
1. Values are nominal design 3-second gust wind speeds in miles per hour (mis)

at 33 ft (10 m) above ground for Exposure C category.
2. Linear interpolation between wind contours is permitted.
3. islands and coastal areas outside the last contour shall use the last wind speed

contour of the coastal area.
4. Mountainous terrain, gorges, ocean promontories, and special wind regions

shall be examined for unusual wind conditions.

200 ITEFNAhONAL BUILDING CODE® a

FIGURE 1S09--continiiedBASIC WIND SPEED (3-SECOND GUST)
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN Tr
TABLE 1604.6

CLASSIFICATION OF BUILDINGS AND OTHER STRUCTURES FOR IMPORTANCE FACTORS

SEISMIC j SNOW WIND
CA!GRaNATURE OF OCCUPANCY - ~FACTOR 1

E FACTOR lS FACTo.••F

Buildings and other structures that represent a low hazard sto human life its the]esen offaiure ncldin. ht no liite to

I Agicultural facilities L U.(t 0.6 g
f.eronin temporary facilstses

________o_ Storage fncilities______ ________

II u~ildintgs and other structures except those listnd in Cttegoties 1.1I11 and IV - .00 1.0 .

1

i

-----,4

i•?:

I
I

Bnildings and other structures Ihat represent a tubstantial hazard to human life in the
event of failure including. but not limited to:

Buildings anod othet structures where more than 31()1 people cotigregate in one area

* Buildings and other structures with elementary school, secondary schottl ot

day, care facilities with an occutpant load greater thah 250

,, Building•s and other structures with an occupant load greater then 500 for colleges

or ndtdlt education faciilites

* Health care' facilities •.ttlt an occupant load ol 50ot more resident patienls bstt tnot

hav',ing sttrgcry or nrerertece2, treatment facilities

* .Jails and detention lacilities

1.25

* Any other toccupant,, w.ith an occupant load greater than 5.(lilt

* Ioetwer-getserating stations, water treal~Tment for potable water, waste water
treatment facilistes and othet public utility facilities not included its Category l\'

,o Buildings and other structures not incleded tn Categor" IV containing sufftcient

quatttities of toxic or esplosive substances to be dangerou.s ttt the public if released

Building.s and other stosetures desigtnated as essenttal facilities incloding. hut ttot
lirmited to:

,, Hospitals and other hteahh cure facilities havirte surger'y. or emergency treatment
facilities

'* Ftte. resetue and police statiotts and emergenel vehicle garages

: Designated earthquake. hurricane or othet emaergency shelters ete n

lV otiter facilities required for emergency, response, 1.50 1.2

* Power-generating stations and other puiblic utility fancilities reqttired as emergency

backup facilities frsr Category I\: structures

*Structures constnintg tidghly tonic materials as deftned by Sectiont 307 where the
quantity of the material exceeds the tauxintum allowable quantities of Table 307.1/(21

Aviatittt contrntl towers, air traffice otttrol centers and etnerges.c5 aircraft hangarn

Httildings and other structures having critical national defense functions

Water treatmnent (~acilittes required tsrostnarlain w.atet pressure fOt f-ire suppression

a F:ot the psurpose tof Section 1616.2, Categories I arrd II are constdered Seistutc lise Group I, Category Ill is considered Sqeismic Use Groapf11 EdC

equtvalent tsr Seistaic Use Ciretup Ill.
h. In hutricatte-prone regions wish V > 10(1 miles pet boat. 1 shall he 1.177

2003 INTENTON
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FIGURE 1615(1)-continued
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN

TABLE 1 504.5
CLASSIFICATION OF BUILDINGS AND OTHER STRUCTURES FOR IMPORTANCE FACTORS

CATEGORY
8 SEISMIC

FACTOR )E
SNOW

FACTOR Ft
WIND

NATURE OF OCCUPANCY

uijidines• arid other structures that represent a low hazard itt human life in the
es'eat of failure includine, bui nor limited to:

* Agricaltural facilities 1.00 .

=Certain temporary faciliries

•Minor stora~c facilities

BuKd!•' m;d otler stirulwures except those lisited in Cate, onios I. IIl and IV .,00 1.0 • I'.0

Ill

Buildings and nother structuree-lrat represent a suhstantial hazard trr human life in (he
meaet of failure includirte, but nor imuted to:

* Buildines and mther structures where rmore than 300. people congjregate in onte area

Buildinn.s and other structures with elerrentary school, s~ecnndar' school or
day eare faciliriem with an occupant loud greater than 250

Batildittes and other structures with air occupant load greater than 500 Inc colleges
or adult education facilitie~s

*Health eare facilities with an occupant load of 511 or more resident patienits hut not
hlianig sturgery or emergency treatirtet facilities•

.Jails and deteritron faciliries

8Anly rtlher occup:nttcy with an occupant Iroad greater tran 5,00Ot!

* Ivacr-gerreruting stations, water treat~ernt for pctr•able w•aler. waste weater
treatment faceilities and other ptrhlic utility facilities nor inclirred in Category IV

* Buildings anrd other structures nor incitadeit i Category IV rorttaiingn sufficient
qauanities of tonic or explosive substauctes to be dangerous to rthe public if released

1.25 1.1 l.IS

lBuikliogs and otlter structures designated as es.seatial facilities" including, bitt riot
lirnitedl to:

• Il, pitals and other health care facilties hueitt stirgory or err ergoricy treatment
fu•cilities . .

* Fire. res;cue and police stationse aird enrergzeacv vehicle garages

*Designtated ear-nhquakr. hurricane or other enrergency shelters,

D lesigntated emergency preparedness. coarmuttication. attd operation centers antI
other facilities required for enmergency response

ret I n l1t
*Power-aenerating stations and other public utility facilities required as emergencey
backup facilities for Category IV strtictures•

*Susteture~s containing highly rosic ntaterial, nas defited by Section 307 where thre
,quantity of thu material exceeds, the nmaxinuta allowahle quarntities, of'Table 307..7(21

8 Aviariir control towers, air traffic conitritl centers and entergency aircraft hangars

* umildrngs and other structures having critical national defense functions

* Water treatrtiertt f'acilitie.s required to thraitntaiti water pressure orn fire stuppression

a. For thte purpose ofrectioa 1616.2, Categories l and II are considered Seismic Use Group I. Categor3 Ill is considered Seisnmic Use Group flatt.
eq.uisalent to 5Seisitic Use (Jroutp Ill{. -

b In hurrrcane- I rite reiotis swithi V > IOU3 iriles prcr hoar,/,, shll Ibe. 0.77 .

2003 INTERNATIOQNA B
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32•~o•L•(v/l)

SECTION 1609 WIND LOADS

FIGURE 1609 BASIC WIND SPEED (3-SECOND GUST)

•'•• .. 't Location V mph (rnis)110(49) 120(54) Hawaii 105 (47)

Puerto Rico 145 (65)
Guam 170 (76)
virgin Islands 145 (65)
American Samoa 125 (56)
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SECTION 1613 EARTHQUAKE LOADS

1 613.1 Scope. Every structure, and portion thereof, including nonstructura] components that are
permanently attached to structures and their supports and attachments, shall be designed and
constructed to resist the effects of earthquake motions in accordance with ASCE 7, excluding
Chapter 14 and Appendix 11 A. The seis'mic design category' for a structure is permitted to he
determined in accordance with Section 1613 or ASCE 7.

Exceptions:

1. Detached one- and two-family dwellings, assigned to Seismic Design Category, A, B or
C, or located where the mapped short-period spectral response acceleration, Ss, is less
than 01.4 g.
2. The seismic-force-resisting system of wood-frame buildings that conform to the
provisions of Section 23(08 are not required to be analyzed as specified in this section.
3. Agricultural storage structures intended only for incidental human occupancy.
4. Structures that require special consideration of their response characteristics and
environment that arc not addressed by this code or ASCE 7 and for which other
regulations provide seismic criteria, such as vehicular bridges, electrical transmission
towers, hydraulic structures, buried utility lines and their appurtenances and nuclear
reactors.

opPrevious Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section
option.
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Chapter 1 6- Structural IDesign Pace l of2

1604.5 Occupancy category. Each building and structure shall he assigned an oc'cujtruwt cah'gort' in
accordance with Tahle 1604.5.

TABLE 1604.5 OCCUPANCY CATEG.;ORY OF BUILDINGS ANL) OTHER STRUCTURES

OCCIJPANCY
CATEGORY NATURE OF OCCUPANCY

Buildings and other structures that represent a low hazard to human• life in the event of failure. including but
not limited to:

* Agricultural facilities.

* Certain temiporary facilities.

*Minor storage facilities,

Buildings and other structures except those listed in Occupancy Categories I. Ill and IV
Buildings and other strutctures that represent a substantial hazard to human life in the event of failtire.
including but not. limited to:

*Buildings and other structures whose primary ocetipancy is public assembly with an ocetupant load greater
than 300.

* Buildings and other structures containing elementary school. secondary school or day care facilities with an
occupant load greater than 250.

* Buildings atnd other structures containing adult education facilities, such as colleges and universities. witht an
occupant load greater than 500.

Ill Group 1-2 occttpattcies with art occupartt load of 50 or more resident patients ht'Jl not having strrgerv or

emergency treatment facilities.

* Group I-3 occupancies.

* Anly otlter oc cupatrcy with an occupantt load greater than 5.000W.

* Power-generating stations, water treatment Facilities for potable Water. waste water treatment facilities and

other public tutility facilities not included in Occupancy Category' IV.

•Buildings and other structures not included in Occupancy Category IV containing sufficient qstantities of
toxic or explosive substances to be dangerous to the public if released.

Buildings and other structttres designated as essential facilities, including but not limited to:

*Group 1-2 occttpancies having sttrgery or emergency treatmett facilities.

*Fire, rescue, ambulance and police stations and emergencyv vehicle garages.

*Designated earthquake. hurricane or other emnerg~ency shelters.

*Designated emergenc> preparedness. cortmunications and operations centers and other tkmcilities required
for cmergerscy response.

* Powver-geinerat ing statiotts and other p iblic uttii lt fac iIi ties reqttired as encrrgrtency, backttp Ifacilities for
Occupartey Category I\ structtures.

* St rtctures containttititg ItighlIy toxic martcria Is as dcfrn~cl b3 Sectiott 307 wltere the quant ity ot tlhc matetrial
exceeds the ntaxirttum allowable quantities of Table 307.1(21.

* A'viationr cotntrol towers, air traffi~c control ceitters trnd emergency aircraft htangars.

*Buildings and other structures having critical ttational defense fttnctions.

IV

hI tp:llpitl iceodes~citat iti.conmiiod/ihc !2 (O~gicnd -- ihe 2(111 16 scc00(4_.parfil0. him3/2(2 3/6/2012
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C.hapter 16 - Structural Design [Page 1 of I

* International Buildine ('o~de
o ! 2012 ~ (First Printine) ]

•Chapter 6( - Structural Desi-n
[] SECTION 16.01 GENERIl.I
[] SECT(IO(.N 160? DI'PINITIONS AND) N(TAH(ONS
* SECTION 1603 CONSTRUCTIO)N DOCUMENTS
,* SI.CTION 160!4 GENERAl.. DESIGN RE( )UI REMENTS
,, SECT ION 160i5 L.OAD COMIBIN ATI(ONS
• SECTION 16016 DEAD LOADS
* SECTION 161)7 LIVE LOADS
* SECTION 1608 SNOWV LOADS
* SECTION 1609 WIND LO.(ADS
* SE"CTIO)N 161(1 SOIL L.ATE':RAL. I.()AD)S
* SECTION 1611 RAIN LOADS
,, SECTION 1612 FLOOD LO.(ADS
* SE('TION 1613 EARTH1-IOAKt- LOAD)S
*] SECTION 1614 AT]MOSPHE.RIC ICE LOADS
* SECTION 1615 SI"RUCTUI-AzL INTEGRITY

1609.1 Applications.
1609g.2 Definitions.
1609.3 Basic wind speed.
1609.4 l-xposure cateuqory.
1609.5 Rool'systems.
1609.6 Alternate alI-heiehts methlod.
TpPrevious Section Ncxt Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option.
1609.3 Basic wind speed.
The ultimate design wind speed. V h in mph. for the determination ol' the wind loads shall be

determined by Figures 1 609A. 1 609B and I 609C. The ultimate design wind speed. I'ult for use in the

design of Risk Category' 11 buildings and structures shall be obtained from Figure 1609A. The ultimate
design wind speed, 1",,It" for use in the design of Risk Category, III and IV buildings and structures shall

be obtained from Figure 1 609B. The ultimate design wind speed. I',,h. for use in the design of Risk

Category I huildings and structures shall be obtained from Figure 1 609C. The ultimate design wind
speed. I'1 for the special wind regions indicated near mountainous teri'ain and near gorges shall be in

accordance with local jurisdiction requir'ements. The ultimate design wind speeds, I',,Ir determined by

the local jurisdiction shall he in accordance with Secltion 26.5.1 of ASCE 7.

In nonlhurricane-prone regions, when the ultimate design wind speed. V11 1 is estimated from regional

climatic data. the ultimate design wind speed. V,,r 1 shall he determained in accordance with Section

26.5..3 of ASC.E 7.
I!on__2 P'reviouas Section Next Section To view thle next subsection please select the Next Section

option.
COPYRIGHT 2007 by INTERNATIONAL 'OI)E COUNCIL,.pow~ered by citation®

http://'publ icecodes.citation.conmiicod/ilbc!201I2iicod -ibe 201 2_ 6 sec00)9 par00g8.htm 36213/6/2012
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN

FIGURE 1613.3.1(1 )--continued
RISK-TARGETED MAXIMUM CONSIDERED EARTHQUAKE (MCE•) GROUND MOTION RESPONSE ACCELERATIONS

FOR THE CONTERMINOUS UNITED STATES OF 0.2-SECOND SPECTRAL RESPONSE ACCELERATION
(5% OF CRITICAL DAMPING), SITE CLASS B

201 2 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE" 3"369
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN
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FIGURE 1613.3.1(2 )-conli•tiued
RISK-TARGETED MAXIMUM CONSIDERED EARTHQUAKE (MCE 5) GROUND MOTION RESPONSE ACC•ELERATIONS

FOR THE CONTERMINOUS UNITED STATES OF 1-SECOND SPECTRAL RESPONSE ACCELERATION
(5% OF CRITICAL DAMPING). SITE CLASS B

2012 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODEC 7371
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN

I

to resist flotatoion, coillapse and lateral move-
ment due to the effects of wind and flood loads
acting' simultaneously on all huilding com~po-
nents, and other load requirements of Chapter
1 6.

2.3. For breakawav wails designed to have a resis-
tance of more than 20 psf (0.96 kN/m") deter-
mined using allowable stress design.
consrrtsczioo doctoitents shall inclode a state-
ment that the bteakaway wall is designed in
accordance with ASCE 24.

SECTION 1613
EARTHQUAKE LOADS

1613.1 Scope. Every stnucture, and portion thereof, including
nonstructural components that are pennanently attached to
structures and their supports and attachments, shall be
designed and constructed to resist the effects of earthquake
motions in accordance with ASCE 7. exclutding Chapter 14
and Appendix 11 A. The seismic design category for a struc-
ture is permitted to be determined in accordance with Section
1613 or ASCE 7.

Exceptions:

I. Detached one- and two-family dwellings, assigned
to Seismic Design Category A. 1B or C, or located
where the mapped short-period spectral response
acceleration, S5 . is less than 0.4 g.

2. The seistnic force-resisting system of wood-frame
buildings that conform to the provisions of Section
2308 are not required to be analyzed as specified in
this section.

3. Agricultural storage structures intended ontly for
incidental hunman occupancy.

4. Structures that require special consideration of their
response characteristics and environment that are
not addressed by this code or ASCE 7 and for which
other regulations provide seismic criteria, such as
vehicular bridges, electrical transmission towers.
hydraulic structures, buried utility lines and their
appurtenatnces and nuclear reactors.

1613.2 Definitions. The following terms are defined in Chap-
ter 2:

DESIGN EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION.

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS.
ORTHOGONAL.

RISK-TARGETED) MAXIMUM CONSIDERED
EARTHQUAKE IMCE5 ) GROUNI) MOTION
RESPONSE ACCELERATION.

SEISMIC DEFSIGN CATEGORY.

SEISMI C FORCE-RESISTING SYSTEM.

SITE CLASS.

SITE COEFFICIENTS.

1613.3 Seismic ground motion v'alues. Seismic ground
motion values shall be determined in accordance with this
section.

1613.3.1 Mapped acceleration parameters. The parame-
ters S• and S• shall be determined from the 0.2 and I-sec-
ond spectral response accelerations shown on Figures
1613.3.1(1) through 1613.3.1(6). Where S• is less than or
equal to 0.04 and S, is less than or equal to 0.15. the struc-
tore is permitted to be assigned to Seismic Design Cate-
gory A. The parameters Ss and Sj shall be, respectively,

1.5 and 0.6 for Guam and 1.0 and 0.4 for American
Samoa.

1613.3.2 Site class definitions. Based on the site soil
properties, the site shall be classified as Site Clases A, B. C,
D, E or F in accordance with Chapter 20 of ASCE 7.
Where the soil properties are not known in sufficient detail
to determine the site class, Site Class D shall be used
tunless the building official or geotechnical data deter-
mines Site Class E or F soils are present at the site.

1613.3.3 Site eoefficients and adjusted maxirnuni con-
sidered earthquake spectral response acceleration
parameters. The maximum considered earthquake spec-
tral response acceleration for short periods, S us and at I-
second period, S.•. adjusted for site class effects shall be
determined by Equations 16-37 and l6-38, respectively:

"S,•= FoS, (Equation 16-37)

S, =-FS
where:

(Equation 16-38)

F = Site coefficient defined in Table 1613.3.3(l1).
F. Site coefficient defined in Table 1613.3.3(2).

Ss= The mapped spectral accelerations for short periods
as determined int Section 1613.3.1.

, TABLE 161 3.5.3(11
VALUES OF SITE COEFFICIENT F,,'

MAPPED SPECTRAL RESPONSE ACCELERATJON AT SHORT PERIOD
SrrE CLASS

S _<0o.25 S,= 0.50 S== 0.75 S, = 1.a0 S. >Ž1.25

0.8A 0.8 0.8

B 1.0 [. 1(t.0 1.0 1.0
C 1.2 1.2 I. 1.0 1.0

D 1.6 1.4 1.2 1. 1 1.0

E 2.5 1.7 1.2 0.9 0.9

F Note b Note b Note b Note b Note bi

a. Uoc srraight-Iine interpolation for intorniediart vaIdics cf napped spcetral response acc,.t.eration a! short period. S,.
h. V'alues, stalll be dlerterined in scuordanre with Section 1I 4.7 of ASCE 7.

366 366 2012 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE
0
•
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN

S, = The mappI'ed spectral acleh.rations lot a I -seconed
period as determined in Sectiol 16 63.3. I

1613.3.4 Design spectral response acceleration paratme-
ters. Five-percent damped design spectral response accel-
eration at short periods. S15 and at I-second period. Se,
shall he determined from Equations I 6-39 and 16-40.
respectivsely:

ts. =2-S1 1 5  (Equation 16-39)

St= .Sw (Equation 16-401

where:

S~v= The maximum considered earthquake spectial
respontse accelerations for short period as
determined in Section 1613.3.3.

.San= The maximutm considered earthquake spectral
response accelerations for I -second period as
determined itt Section 1613.3.3.

1613.3.5 lDetermination of seismic design category.
Structures classified as Risk Category 1, II or Ill that are
located where the mapped spectral response acceleration
parameter at I-second period. S,. is greater than or equal to
0.75 shall be assigned to Seismic Designt Carewor" E..
Structures classifted as Risk Cotegory 1V that are locatedl
where the mapped spectral response acceleration patramet-
icr at I-second period. S,. is greater than or equal to 0.75
shall be assigned to Seisrtic Designl Category3 F. All other
strtuctures shall he assigned to a .Sei.onic- de'signt categor3
based on their risk caregors' attd the design spectral ~
response acceleration parameters. S0. and Si,, determined
in accordance with Section 1613.3.4 or the site-specific
procedures of ASCE 7. Each building and structure shall
be assigned to the more severe seismic de~sign eamegot- in
accordance with Table 1613.3.5(1) or 1613.3.5(2), irre-
spectiv'e of the fundamental period of vibration of the
strttcture, T.

TABLE 1513.3.3(2)
VALUES OF SITE COEFFICIENT F7"

MAPPED SPECTRAL RESPONSE ACCELERATION AT 1-SECOND PERIOD
SIECASs, _o.1 s, = .2 __ s,= o.3 j s,= o.4 s, Žo.5

A 10.8 0.8 [ 0(.8 j tI.8 0.8

B3I.O]. 1.0 j 11 t j1It 1.0

C t.7 1.6 1 .5 1.4 1.3

D 2.4- 2.0 1.8 T1.6 1.5

£ 3.5 3.2 2.8 T 2.4 2.4

F - Note b Note b Note -} Note b Note b

a.Use straitght-tine interpatatian ftor intconledillte v'atues- or/nappedt spectral response accelcration at I1-second period, Sv

h. \'atues stall be detennined in accordance wilt Section It1.!.? it ASCE 7.

TABLE 161 3.3.5(1)
SEISMIC DESIGN CATEGORY BASED ON SHORT-PERIOD 10.2 second) RESPONSE ACCELERATION

RtISK CATEGORY
VALUE OF S,,

Ior II III IV

S, 0.c<0. 67a A AT

0.167s•5S,,< 0.33g B B C]

0.33g <- " <O0.5g C C Dj

0.5on ,,<5 0o.

TABLE 161 3.3.5(21
SEISMIC DESIGN CATEGORY BASED ON 1-SECOND PERIOD RESPONSE ACCELERATION

I

RtSK CATEGORY
VALUE OF S0 ,+

I or It tv

ASt,, < (].(167g A .A

0.07g_ < So, < 0.133g__________ 1 3 1 B ____________

_._3________ S_________ __.20g ("i- C , __________

0.2U0gS<,S ___ _________ D D I

2012 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE' 35387
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MINIMUM DESIGN LOADS

jnc lusion of storag loads adds noi•'5*• to the effective seismic weight at
iti need not be included in the

•.,ei~smic weight.
•ic~ad in public garages and open
~irctrSneed not he included.
•riiittfor partitions is required by

- •'2 in the floor load design, the actual
•j~ight~r a minimum weight of l0 psf

'.2) of~floor area, whichever is greater.
•aig weight of permanent equipment.
•Uifr oof snow load, Pr, exceeds 31) psf

"fi~),20 percent of the uniform design
•4rgardless of actual roof slope.

of ladscaping and other materials at roof
sai'd-similar areas.

rueturlkl Modeling
irahxitcJmodel of the structure shall he

id .o~r the purpose of determining member
ndsfrcture displacements resulting from
It:dsnd any imposed displacements or

t ! ffcts. The model shall include the stiffness
lrnth of elements that are significant to the

iof forces and deformations in the structure
•raent the spatial distribution of mass and

ess tl~i'oughout the structure.
In adit.iion, the model shaldl comply with the

•pStffness 'properties of concrete and masonry
•elinents shall considcr the effects of cracked

selztins,
IiFr st3•]eel moment frame systetms, the contribution

i of pnel zone deformations to overall story drift
•- shafll be included.

S'L;tructures that have horizontal structural irregular-
( iy'Ipe la, Ib, 4, or 5 of Table 12.3-I shall be
an:dzed using a 3-D representation. Where a 3-D

!•odl..is used, a minimum of three dynamic degrees of
fr::edont consisting of translation in two orthogonal
plan• directions and rotation about the vertical axis shall

'::be jacluded at each level of the structure;.Where the
diaphragms have not been classified as rigid or flexible
in accordance with Section 12.3.1, the model shall
include representation of the diaphragm's stiffness
characteristics and such additional dynamic degrees of
freedom as are required to account fur the participation
of the diaphragm in the structure's dynamic response.

EXCEPTION: Analysis using a 3-D
representation is not required for structures with
flexible diaphragms that have Type 4 horizontal
structural irregularities.

12.7.4 Interaction Effects
Moment-resisting frames that are enclosed or

adjoined by elements that arc more rigid and not
considered to be part of the seismic force-resisting
system shall he desigtned so that the action or failure
of those elements will not impair the vertical load and
seismic force-resisting capability of the frame. The
design shall provide for the effect of these rigid
elements on the structural system at structural
deformations corresponding to the design story drift
(A) as determined in Section 12.8.6. In addition, the
effects of these elements shall he considered where
determining whether a structure has one or more of
the irregularities defined in Section 12.3.2.

12.8 EQUIVALENT LATERAL
FORCE PROCEDURE

12.8.1 Seismic Base Shear
The seismic base shear. V, in a given direction

shall be determined in accordance with the following
equation:

V= C,W (12.8-I)

where.
C, = the seismic response coefficient determined in

accordance with Section 12.8.1I.1
W =the effective seismic weight per Section 12.7.2

12.8.1.1 Calculation of Seismnic Response Coefficient.
The seismic response coefficient. C,. shall be

determined in accordance with Eq. 12.8-2.

ili, i

:ili

£

Sili;

-4;"•513

:!!!

i :ii

,•:?:ii
,, ,;#;
,•;•

:::•:•

::if!

-.,.ii•

-. SI OS (12.8-2)

n.,,•,, t v. -/z•-
where

Ss= the design spectral response acceleration
parameter in the short period range as deter-
tmied frotn Section 11.4.4 or 11.4.7

R = the response modification factor in Table 12.2-1
,.=the importance factor determined in accordance.

with Section 11.5.1

The value of C, computed in accordance with Eq.
12.8-2 need not exceed the following:

C,- S ft fo T-<Tt (12.8-3)

112.8-4)C, - _______ for T > T",

89
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~MASTER~) ENGINEERS & DESIGNERS

March 22, 2012

Mr. Josh Grdshaw
Babcock & Wilcox
P. 0. Box 785
Lynchburg, VA 24505

Reference: Building Codes
B&W Mt. Athos Facility
Lynchburg, VA
MEAD Project No. 260-005-200

Dear Mr. Grishaw:

The facilities at Mt. Athos were constructed from 1956 to present. In 1973 Virginia issued the
Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code (VUSBC) which references the Building Officials and
Code Administrators (BOCA) until 2003 when it references the International Building Code
(IBC). -

Prior to 1973, the local building authority had jurisdiction for code compliance. Campbell County
did not invoke a building code. However, in discussions with local building authoriities,
engineers, and architects practicing at that time, the Southern Building Code (SBC) was
generally used.

From 1973 to 2003, the VUSBC references BOCA. Buildings designed by Master Engineers
during that timeframe were designed in accordance with the VUSBC and BOCA.

From 2003 to present, the VUSBC references the IBC. Buildings designed by Master Engineers
during this timeframe were designed in accordance with the VUSBC and IBC.

If there is any additional information required or questions please, do not hesitate to call me.

Sincerely,

MASTER ENGINEERS AND DESIGNERS, INC.

Gary W. Loomis, P.E.
Senior Structural Engineer

www.MasterEngineerslnc.com www. Mster~gineesiflcc~fll904 Lakeside Drive, Lynchburg, VA 24501 3..615434.846.1350



127 Nationwide Dr., Lynchburg, VA 24502-4272 I 434.947.1901 [wileywilson.com

March 14, 2012
John Compher, P.E., CPE
Manager, Facilities Engineering, Maintenance, & Construction
Babcock & Wilcox Company - NOG
PC Box 785
Lynchburg, VA 24505

Re: Code Research - B&W Mt. Athos Facilities Design

Dear John:

At your request, we have researched what codes were used as the basis for the
structural design of several of the .facilities constructed at the Mt. Athos facility in the
1 960s. This letter serves as a summary of our findings.

Facilities:

We focused our research on the period between 1965 and 1969 which encompasses the
design and construction of the following facilities: 2A, 3A, 4A, 13A, and 14A.

Historic Documentation:

Our company policy is to retain design files for a period of 10 (ten) years for projects in
Virginia. While the above time frame is outside of the retention period defined by this
policy, we were able to find some design files for projects 2A, 3A, 4A, 13A, and 14A.
These files were being stored at a facility owned by a previous majority owner of
WileYlVwiison, who retained these records as personal property. Our records indicate
these facilities to have been designed in the 1966 and 1967 time periods.

Building Codes in Effect at This Time:

The Commonwealth of Virginia adopted the Uniform Statewide Building Code (USBC)
based on the BOCA Basic Codes in 1973. Prior to 1973, local governments were free to
adopt codes as they saw fit. The B&W Mt. Athos facilities are located in Campbell
County, Virginia. At the time of the design of the above referenced projects, Campbell
County had not yet adopted any building codes. It was up to the architect or engineer of
record to perform the design using the requirements of the code they deemed to be
appropriate.



John Compher, P.E., CPE "Babcock & Wilcox Co., NOG
March 14, 2012
Page 2

Review of Historic Documentation Relative to Building Codes in Effect When the
Buildings Were Designed:

I was structural engineering of record for the design of the referenced projects. My
personal recollection is that the structural design loads used for these facilities were as
follows:

* Dead Load: Calculated dead load based on the weights of the various facility
components

* Live Load: As mutually agreed upon by discussions between WileYjWilson and
Babcock & Wilcox

* Wind Load: With no specific Campbell County code requirement, our default at
that time would have been the Southern Building Code.

* Snow Load: With no specific Campbell County code requirement, our default at
that time would have been the Southern Building Code.

The design files we found are by no means complete and the information we found does
not reference any specific design code. However, there is enough• information present to
determine with some confidence the design loads we used for the above referenced
structures. We have made a comparison of the design loads used for both wind and
snow and the applicable load requirements of the Southern Building Code in effect at the
time of the design of these facilities.

Conclusions:

Our research did not produce specific reference to any design code. However, our
review of the historic documentation-available relative to the building codes of that time
period indicates that these facilities, and any other facilities designed by WileYlWilson for
the B&W Mt. Athos facility prior to 1973 when Virginia adopted the USBC based on the
BOCA Basic Codes, were designed in accordance with the wind load and snow load
requirements of the Southern Building Code in effect at the time of the designs.

Please let us know if there is anything else you need from us to resolve this matter.

Sincerely,

Wileyl Wilson /

WNilliam A. Stuart, PE (Retired)

Reviwednd apoedfrtransmittal by:

T. A. (Tim) Groover, PE
President & COO
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BLUILDIG DATA

Bay No.: - 2- '

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineero', of Record: _____________ Project (commission) No.: ______

Year Designed/Built: "•- ID -J L•io4 Overall Dimensions: _________

Construction Type:

No. Floors: _______________ Basement: __________

Applicable Codes: __________________________________

Drawing No: SLTUC-AIU,.-L "- LPI . -, :P •

Specifications:

Geotechnical Report:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: ______________ Roof Snow: _________

Roof Live Load: ________________ 2• Floor Live Load:__________

Wind: ________________ Seismic: __________

VMaterial Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: ________________ 2" Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: _________________ Bracing:.______________

Roof Deck: _______________ Floor Deck: __________

Anchor Bolts: _______________

Eq uipme nt:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 2



BU!U)HWG £, ATA

Bay No,: = ,

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record;:_____________ Project (commission) No.: ______

Year Designed/Built: •- -1- , Overall Dimensions: [i'-L'o -ro'- s'/'•

Construction Type:

No. Floors: ______________ B as em ent: __________

Applicable Codes: ____________________________________

Drawing No: .'_.L t•A - L•\•

Specifications:

Geotechnical Report:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow;: _____________ Roof Snow: _________

Roof Live Load: ________________ 2n Floor Live Load:_________

Wind: ________________ Seismic: __________

rvaterial Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: ________________ 2 nd Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: _________________ Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: _________________ Floor Deck: ___________

Anchor Bolts. ______________

EquLipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical.:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page



BUILrnNG £DATA

Barrio.: - k 4.?.SlolN

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: I~ L.-•Y 4- IPJ bL~oc4 .Project (commission)' No.: •o31

Year Designed/Built: .q-• V °1 Overafl Dimensions: 9'1•"• 2-2 D0

Construction Type:

No. floors: ________________ Basement: __________

Applicable Codes: __________________________________

S pecifications: ______________________________________

Geotechnical Report:____________________________________

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: _______________ Roof Snow: __________

Roof Live Load: _________________ 2• Floor Live Load:_________

Wind: _______________ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: 3,5oO ?•SI - ag tD'I (Mii124) 2• Floor Concrete:_ _____

Structural Steel: __________________ Bracing:________________

Roof Deck: ________________ Floor Deck: __________

Anchor Bolts: __________ RIfEt FoR.¢_i45,. ,A 1 5

Eq~uipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

E~lectrical:

Additions:

Page1



BUILDING DJATA

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: ____________ Project (commission) No.: ______

Yfear Designed/Bu t. • I 1 Jt5 OverallDimensions: 5YC 3 -0 -

Construction Type:

No. Floors: if fl.Z7.A. E-! Basement: _________

Applicable Codes: __________________________________

Specifications: islo

Geotechnical Report: AiDL0bAI3LE :•O'I[- •tkR E zi• COO• P-E

Specified Design Loads (as pr&vided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: _______________ Roof Snow: __________

Roof Live Load: ______________ 2• Floor Live Load:________

Wind: _______________ Seismic: __________

M~aterial Properties/Struc~tural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: 3,OOcJ P• 2 nd Floor Concrete:________

Structural Steel: _________________ Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: _______________ Floor Deck: __________

Anchor Bolts: _____i_____.___.___ - 2eDo •C) 5'F

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:. ...

(- Page ]
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General Information (as provided by the drawings and

Engineer of Record: k,,ul"(• 4 b]IL-ON(

Year Designed/Built: i'J 1•/[eibLv

Construction Type: ____________

No. Floors. ____________

Applicable Codes:

Drawing No: SL•TR~b,"(-L - ?PDa

specifications)

Project (commission) No.: .•0C• t

Overall Dimensions: 1•O% "/ 2 •

Basement: ___________

S4 1, PD 21Q-62 PDZt -53

Specifications:

Geotechnical Report: __________________________________

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: ______ ______ Roof Snow: ________

Roof Live Load: _________________ 2"° Floor Live Load:__________

Wind: _______________ Seismic: ___________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: _________________ Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: _________________ Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: _______________ Floor Deck: __________

Anchor Bolts: ________________

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



BUILDIN)G DŽATA

Bay , o.: - Q /0

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: ____________ Project (commission) No.: GI23• -6i - 0

Year Designed/Built: tI/•( Overall Dimensions: 10&'•' 320' t

Construction Type: ____________

No. Floors: _______________ Basement: __________

Applicable Codes: __________________________________

Drawing No: L£ Th-•T-L~ - LP 12- I.-" £

Specifications:

Geotechnical Report: ____________________________________

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: ______________ Roof Snow: _________

Roof Live Load: _______________ 2 nd Floor Live Load:_________

Wind: _________________ Seismic: ___________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: ________________ 2 nd Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: _________________ Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: ______________ Floor Deck: _________

Anchor Bolts: _______________

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:.

Page 1



BUiLD}NG DATA

General information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineerof Record: \kL J ltL~o,• Project (commission) No.: 7 0

Year Designed/Built: 2.ZO 1CtOvrlDiesos ___________

Construction Type:

No. Floors: ________________ Basement: ___________

Applicable Codes: AXc- "• • A'pq-r A • I.~1

Specifications: "'E

Geotechnical Report:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: ______ ______ Roof Snow: ________

Roof Live Load: ______________ 2 nd Floor Live Load:________

Wind: _______________ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: 3. 5O0 PS 2nd Floor Concrete:_ _____

Structural Steel: N.5"rI\ A.L• Bracing:_ _________

Roof Deck: ZD &¢GC_ T-P Floor Deck: _______________ TYP

Anchor Bolts: _____________ ,EII•4FDRC:r• N'$"m k15, DE•.Fo-r(neD ,I\?.,•

S4\P STm i
Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



BWiLDiNG DATA

BayI~o.: - 4-1-

General lnformation (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Lngineerot Record: \FJuL'( E,•t~• Project (commission) No.: _______

Year Designed/Built: 1"2. 2- IqC&-1 Overall Dimensions: 50 -4:32D

Construction Type:

No. Floors: ________________ Basement: __________

Applicable Codes: __________________________________

Drawing No:,-g, TL-A - -?L: 2-\212..2

Specifications:

Geotechnical Report:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: ______________ Roof Snow: _________

Roof Live Load: _________________ 2 rd Floor Live Load:__________

WNind: ______________ Seismic: _________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided b\' the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: _________________ Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: __________________ Bracing:________________

Roof Deck: ________________ Floor Deck: __________

Anchor Bolts: _______________

Equipment:

C ran es:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page ]
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BUILDING D3ATA

Bay No.: •

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: \.Jl.,\C-• •.k.J > Project (commission) No.: '_2 1.•'. 1

Year Designed/Built: •l - )[- L•)G'• veal Diesos " 23

Construction Type: _____________

No. Floors: _______________ Basement: __________

Applicable Codes: A~ CA• 3V\. V b'T111 Y\

Drawing No: STt-CwIU.R.AL - C -5o?.1 • PD~d'~g. PD 2-5o.3

Specifications: 1

Geotechnical Report:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: ________________ Roof Snow: ___________

Roof Live Load: ________________ 2nd Floor Live Load:_________

Wind: _______________ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: •,5aO0 PS 1 2nd Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: ,h.t~Y\ A3Lc Bracing:______________

Roof Deck: 2,0 • , Gr 3 TYPE Floor Deck: 22. C_•CG• "Th'1 3-22--

Anchor Bolts: AS'TI k'Z R.•iFbPClI•Jt AkeTm PfAft[•., D EOI:gA,'oS-

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



BUILDENG DATA

Bay N~o.: i•,&"(-L &T

General Information (as provided by the drawings and

Engineer of Record: _____________.___

Year Designed/Built: c•4 - I 1S-) L.9

Construction Type: ____________

No. Floors:_____________

Applicable Codes: A ('5 e2. ,A'STrV

specifications)

Project (commission) No.: ______"__

Overall Dimensions: (pL' •Z§OC

1IAE\Gk4T % '/ /"

Basement: __________

Drawing No:
ST~wu~SX- ZLc D21LO• POD.loq

Specifications: .

Geotechnical Report: ALuL.F!J/-L .SD•L •.•SLAQE 0[: 4.DODSF-

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: _______________ Roof Snow: __________

Roof Live Load: "______________ 2 "d Floor Live Load:_________

Wind: _______________ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: 3• 6bD • I 2 nd Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: A6Tr1i/ A ?L Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: -O ,• - 7• -YP•C Floor Deck: •) P• ¢ - TYP(

Anchor Bolts: iVTI'VI A'•,Z •¢nU•°-CI~ r h•ST•;[-_______•/••

Equipment: • ' : ASTIP& A, 5

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



EU(LDING DATA

General information (as~provided by the drawings and specimcations)

Engineer of Record: VW\L.N • \AhLOk..o\ Project (commission) No.: • •.

Year Designed/Built: _[ - 1I 1.--Lqq Overall Dimensions: b-O"0 2.2.-0

Construction Type: ___________ ElICGT ______ -_____'______

No. Floors: (9_) •LODP.. + • .•~ • Basement: ________

Applicable Codes: ____________________________________

Drawing No: $TRL•CTI-X-AL. LP-Scf'2 . L.P'•,2qf1E • LP-3SL3gEI

S pecifi ca tio ns: ________________________________________

GeotechnicalReport: NLLO\4JtB2E. 5O'•L 3EES--r.SL•. c* IAoo ?0 -s-

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

G round Snow: ______________ Roof Snow: _________

Roof Live Load: __________________ 2• Floor Live Load:__________

WNin d: _________________ Seismic:___________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: ________________ 2 • Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: _________________ Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: _______________ Floor Deck: __________

Anchor Bolts: _______________

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 2



BUILDING DATA

Bay No.: ________

General Information (as provided by the drawings and sp•

Engineer of Record: JI31-•-'L• • k, UtL._t,)

Year Designed/Built; CZ' l, LC'> - \/] (•_9

Construction Type: ____________

No. Floors.:______________

Applicable Codes: A51TrY _ .L•

Drawing No: 5TR.L-CtLU-.?,L "PD Z&• 1-

ecifications)

Project (commission) No.:

Overall Dimensions:

U~c'

Basement:

21 .•taLi2., PF2/D13,,PDZLI42J

Specifications: 'YES

Geotechnical Report: Lkbo'•)•,!LE 5•o/L •P•£ O• L4bC:Y P$F

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: _________________ Roof Snow: ___________

Roof Live Load: 6 IP•F 222_F40 0  Live Load: Zoo P•

Wind: __________________ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: -•Te•j3oc• Ps1 O-tL/i•)•l 2nd Floor Concrete:______

Structural Steel: AT-Yt• AL• Bracing:____________

Roof Deck: 2L• Gg•2 :• [' FloorDeck: •CG,&g QL-3-•TPS

Anchor Bolts: k5T]'. Py32• AsmPll AeT I3•t'p~pLte •••

Eq uipment:

Crane s:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



BUILDING DATA

Bay No.: .- AH 4VT A.~DDT.Io•

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: 6\E' • IAILSOlJ Project (commission) No.: -7q053,

Year Designed/Built: 19 q1 9 Overall Dimensions: [ 01 °° > '

I4Et-HT -T/2•Fw~x.i ocx• 3d-s'
Construction Type:

No. Floors: ____________________/Lo_

Applicable Codes: __________________________ ________

Drawing No: STR.•,c~m•$•L " LP. '•E LP.3'55L1-) LP 355"1E

_LP35551E. _F'355ZE •LP •5• LP~55sqE 'b•%5e•

Specifications: •FS-$ PRO-SE-.T (•Au.AL Foe- 14b4p1 - oR.TH k.OOIrnt LA.. 2_A

Geotechnical Report:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

SGround Snow: _______________________ Roof Snow: ________________

Roof Live Load: 30 P~p" ) '.w I4o p-•F 2 nd Floor Live Load: Zoo ?SF

Wind: _____________ __ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: 4-3000 •1 i•oR~mF•L •T-.' 2 nd Floor Concrete: 3 COO PSI kT.,LZ)T.

Structural Steel: I,•TEY N-(c Bracing: REI_. "I %.•LtLOLF STU.•L QC ST,"

Roof Deck: A,&TI~Y RL%%(0 •P.•,DE 7k Floor Deck: A•TrY NUL•aO

Anchor Bolts: •\Th S (m ,I4I%1 ]m •-.AR R • . Asrm/tl Ni .•iE •oCQ

Equipment: V.V•W k-- r.vT k•\5

Cranes: L•'TOI•. r{001.Of•O L- • 5 TOt4 Q•~~...,•_

Mecha nical:

Electrical:

Additions: -, I- .. .. . ,

Page 1



BUILDING DATA

Bay No.: _ _ _

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: VJILE..( •- iJ 1L.-Oi1• Project (commission) No.: •00 i•o

Year Designed/Built: i/DSL/3at9 .. Overall Dimensions: Lt oO'•e (61 +--

Construction Type: ___________IE [&NIT '_______________

No. Floors: ________________ Basement: __________

Applicable Codes: A21 3l~o A5TrV.

Drawing No: 5TRLA---TU:•AL - PDAO' 2- ., PD ZIt•O3 P PDZI2O4;PDZI2OL0/

Specifications: 1E

Geotechnical Report:

•Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: ______________ Roof Snow: _________

Roof Live Load: _______________ 2nd Floor Live Load:_________

Wind: _______________ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)
E•XC-EPT F Lo¢47

Concrete Strength: 3,50 T5OV PS • ooo PSI 2nd Floor Concrete:_ _____

Structural Steel: A , A•rwi' A7/ Bracing: A15c. SP•---.s

Roof Deck: iNPEFlorDek: 12 i•r'p

Anchor Bolts: I&S"rr /\32-S" WVJF ASTM AIZ

Equipment: ~h~bC,.3 Yr4A5 FRMDAo

Cra nes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions: .-.,

I

Page 1



BUILDING D)ATA

ay No.: -

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: ___ _________ Project (commission) No.: ______

Year Designed/Built: ,-" ./7 1 .7 5Overall Dimensions: __________

Construction Type:

No. Floors: ________________ Basement: __________

Applicable Codes: __________________________________

Drawing No: __________________________________

Specifications:

Geotechnical Report:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: ______________ Roof Snow: _________

Roof Live Load: ________________ 2n Floor Live Load:_________

Wind: _______________ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: ________________ 2nd Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: _________________ Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: _______________ Floor Deck: __________

Anchor Bolts: ______________

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



BUILDING DATA

Bay No.: •N- 'oizrT kDDiTor.,,

Genera! Information (as provided by the drawingsand specifications)

Engineer of Record: wl.E- U~r~ • AtLf•OIJ Project (commission) No.: ••L_•

Year Designed/Built: 4 0 iqOvrlDieso: I73 S2

Construction Type:

No. Floors: _______________ Basement:. __________

Applicable Codes: ACA3k&i i •(1•OI • SC k\J •,f5)ssPc• kS!TR• lx\,

Drawing No: L33E P5~.

LP3533E~ LP~3q-3 , P 6&8S

Specifications: .

Geotechnical Report:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: ________________ Roof Snow: ___________

Roof Live Load: _________________ 2" Floor Live Load:__________

Wind: _________________ Seismic: ___________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: L'S4ODP1 mI3oPi 2dForCnrt:______

Structural Steel: •,STl•-\ A•L Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: A4•rM A ~g~t•.AeE~k "I|- • lo Deck: ________

Anchor Bolts: A.6TM Pc52S •lt /•L¢{O t2_•aO:l A'$rrvl Ab}• &P.,• cGO

Equipment:

Cra nes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



BUILDING D~ATA

Bay No.: k .53A .

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: \i.• ILE-N \A• \L'SOl Project (commission) No.: LoOO(O
I

Year Designed/Built: o~ I'I - [c3 (•(D Overall Dimensions: 1'2. .•. 52_.

Construction Type: ____________ A.1GH'l-" (l £ -C

No. Floors: 3 Basement: _ _ _ _ _

Applicable Codes: AC1 ~g 31 k.C S,(C.$

Drawing No: OTI4,C.TU•4%L PD Z-iL-13 PD 2.\f-I4- • )D2ALJ1 P' ' O•,l~q-"

Specifications: _.

Geotechnical Report:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawing~s and specifications)

Ground Snow: ________________ Roof Snow: ___________

Roof Live Load: _______________ 2 nd Floor Live Load:_________

Wind: ______________ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)
•,•pl-1 FZL-oo

Concrete Strength: 3•5o0 000 o Po14£ 2" Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: A6T~k K.-1 4 A$Lo Bracing: AISC S•pgcs

Roof Deck: ______________ Floor Deck: __________

Anchor Bolts: ________________ Pi- •STMV M5 bPFP• S -

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mviech an ica I:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



BUILDING DATA

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specific

Engineer of Record: /k•E• W.tJSt., ProjE

Year Designed/Built: /5-/4'2? Over

Construction Type: ____________

No. Floors:_______________

Applicable Codes: • ISC- C•:aEL -1I)EcY [ 5T'JL

cations)

ect (commission) No,: ________

rall Dimensions: 1 •-\O~

Basement: __________

Drawing No: T ?r 25o6g PD 2So( 0 P 2o7

Specifications: 'fE5

Geotechnical Report:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: _______________ Roof Snow: __________

Roof Live Load: 30 PS 2nd Floor Live Load:________

Wind: 2-C0 Th: Seismic: _________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: A" , S-00 ?D• 2nd Floor Concrete:_______

Structural Steel: k•6"tM /•cL• Bracing:______________

Roof Deck: 2. T 37YPE Floor Deck: A•T/fl -A2./•

Anchor Bolts: Asv A- ?--5 l ,•c•C~ •'T'• Nk; E•o•b

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



BUILDING DATA

Bay No.: _ • - 5"rP-A FA.C~-VV<

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record:

Year Designed/Built:

Construction Type:

No. Floors:

Applicable Codes:

Drawing No:

Specifica tio ns:

1/'•2_ol

Project (commission) No.: ______

1 t

Overall Dimensions: 3•) LIL

________________ Basement: __________

3cc•, glo', IA~SC.~kW'I D•°d Adl 3V•

oi~t~~i2,K& 5,A&- t oot &E

Geotechnical Report:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by' the drawings and specifications) •'LCoO• •0 I

Ground Snow: _______________ Roof Snow: __________

Roof Live Load: __________________ 2 n Floor Live Load:__________

Wind: ________________ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: 3, 000 PD5 2° Floor Concrete:______

Structural Steel: ASTrAt A"LA Bracing:______________

Roof Deck: ____________________ Floor Deck: _____________

Anchor Bolts: A•)/-hA A32S--i'-• [a• ci•O -.,•• ,A•5"r'C. ALGl-j _P.•E-(

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Add it ions:

Page 1



BUILD(NG D3ATA

Bay No.: d• -

General Information (as provided by the drawings and

Engineerof Record: \1,-2t---M • .I--•,

Year Designed/Built: t?_2.- 1:2"L • L•)C'

Construction Type: ____________

No. Floors: _____________

Applicable Codes: A.A C ![• k~Trv . AV.\S

Drawing No: S• t-A- ?DZ&(

specifications)

Project (commission) No.: •.WI--•' &.7 '<)

Overall Dimensions: IA - •'22-L" <jo 50

Basement: _______ ____

3-- 1PD25o•7/ 1PDZ~c'5

03 ~Zo3,i~ W-&zu-"T~

Specifications: •__

Geotechnical Report:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: ______________ Roof Snow: __________

Roof Live Load: ?•o • 2 nd Floor Live Load:_________

Wind: 2- 2SF Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: .. O0 P'51 2n• Floor Concrete:_ _____

Structural Steel: k•Tlvbq A3•L• Bracing: A ISC 5P5C.I

A•rq•5 25
Roof Deck: • GAr4-~ IA$Trn A4,£L9 Floor Deck: _______

Anchor Bolts: .AeT~rl k32., .LF•BoP--Cl..3C A$T~m /i•15_• D.F•,•• A•c-

Equipment:

Cranes:

lv e ch a nical:

Electrical:

Add itions:

Page1



BUILDING DATA

Bay No.: 7?AA
General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: V'JlLF,, ILAJILSOI,.4. Project (commission) No. ' 3

Year Designed/Built: _4~ 1°T-12- Overall Dimensions: "2•-Q20V 5o

Construction Type: _____________ G-•ld Z•_ 0 LO"

No. Floors: ________________ Basement: ___________

Applicable Codes: __________________________________

Drawing No: $T•-uA'•,L/.L -LPZ-95•E. LP2 -q55_.; L-P2_q &Eb

Specifications:

Geotechnical Report:-

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

GroundSnow: ______________ Roof Snow: _________

Roof Live Load: 5D PS•F 2 nd Floor Live Load:_________

Wind: •C P5F Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: ________________ 2 nd Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: _________________ Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: _________________ Floor Deck: ___________

Anchor Bolts: __________ LGO• Siix LL= Zo "PSF:

Equipment:

Cranes:

M~echanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



BUIlLDING DATA

BaNo.: -7A A
General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: vILE.'" ...-SoN'. Project (commission) No.: 2 3

Construction Type: ____--_______ F-lGl- •_____________"

No. Floors: _______________ Basement: __________

Applicable Codes: __________________________________

Drawing No: ST~u-CrTlL "- L.P2cSi•E. Ljp2g~..%BJ LFPZqS&E; LIP2.5"lE

Specifications:

Geotechnical Report: / •A.I-Trr•P zJ-{DDO 2

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: ______________ Roof Snow: _________

Roof Live Load: LL+- PL_ 5 ¶I •9xjF 2 nd Floor Live Load:________

Wind: •.O PSF- Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structurai Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: 4'a., 1•/O Li.Z- 2oo P3F 2 "d Floor Concrete:_ ______

Structural Steel: _________________ Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: _______________ Floor Deck: _________

Anchor Bolts: ______________

Equipment:

Cra nes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions: , ,

Page 1



•.UILDING D~ATA

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: _____________ Project (commission) No.: ______

Year Designed/Built: I .3/ 0 Overall Dimensions: 5O'X )2D

Construction Type: ____________

No. Floors: ________________ Basement: __________

Applicable Codes: __________________________________

Drawing No: 3)P-Dr~tcFT lAETALS -E

Specifications:

Geotechnical Report:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: _______________ Roof Snow: __________

Roof Live Load: ________________ 2nd Floor Live Load:_________

Wvind: _______________ Seismic: __________

MVaterial Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: ________________ 2" Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: ________________ B racing:_______________

Roof Deck: ______________ Floor Deck: _________

Anchor Bolts: _______________

Eq uipment:

Cranes:

Mechanicai:

"Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



BULJDING DATA

Bay .o.: £A GqA

General Information (as provided by the drawings and

Engineer of Record: Vk)LE2 WL•

Year Designed/Built: /24 / 2- 7 •--

Construction Type: ____________

No. Floors: qA-

Applicable Codes:

Drawing No: 5T•'.CTU2 EA.L - LP2!LcQ'~

L['_I? O

specifications)

Project (commissicdn) No.: . 2033

Overall Dimensions: c lA~O'•' 5z-

t4El•C-T -q L O

Basement: ___________

Specifications: ________________________________________

Geotechnical Report: ____________________________________

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: _____________ Roof Snow: ________

Roof Live Load: 50 PSF' 2" Floor Live Load:________

Wind: 3,o P5F Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: ________________ 2 nd Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: ___________________ Bracing:_________________

Roof Deck: _________________ Floor Deck: ___________

Anchor Bolts: _______________

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:.

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



BU1LDING DATA

General Information (as provided by the drawings and

Engineer of Record:. _______________

Year Designed/Built: •_l•/19 /

Construction Type:

No. Floors:_____________

Applicable Codes: _____________

Drawing No: ,ST•ZLAA--TU&JZAL LP

specifications)

Project (commission) No.: ______

Overall Dimensions: jL O) /- 5' "-"

Basement:

g[E. L1'3lRoE

Specifications:

Geotechnical Report: L)Žb•- •2, •9e:4 Z•••: •-S

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: _____________ Roof Snow: _________

Roof Live Load: •CD •' 2nd Floor Live Load:_________

Wind: 2• PSE Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: __4C0P•I 2 nd Floor Concrete:________

Structural Steel: A,--TrVl] JX:t Bracing:______________

Roof Deck: _______________ Floor Deck: __________

Anchor Bolts: _____________ el "~CI• NST(\ I 5 &•IS A.O-,A3 (•O

Equipment: Lo L L -0.;j

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page ~1



BU1LDING D~ATA

Bay No.: t•C 4

General Information (as provided by the drawings and

Engineer of Record: \At'L4{ 6) \rJi•_•o•

Year Designed/Built: •_-2..' _ L9."/.

Construction Type: ___________

No. Floors: _____________

Applicable Codes: M.-i 317t MA• •31 o

Drawing No: S-aL•--TU./.L "- LP SLI

specifications)

Project (commission) No.: 6• 0 (.• 't-

Overall Dimensions: 130 ',- 5o'
l4E IG~HT •C~" t

Basement: ____________

{E LP 3L4&F__IK I-P 3'4-ou~,E

Specifications: •CA 312•-1I ML.) l, Ctq •

Geotechnical Report: •Lh51Gt'4 3EF~xW-G •.A?'Ac-[Ty - 5. 00( PSF

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications) 0a C4•L- U LA -

Ground Snow: _____________ Roof Snow: 30 • S'

Roof Live Load: 3 C•• 2 nd Floor Live Load: •D P•5F

Wind: 2-6. Cc' F6F%• Seismic: S•OT•O.t4-1V1.-

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: PS-•o 5 I• 2r1 Floor Concrete: P,'b LS L_.JT

Structural Steel: A •( Bracing:_____________

Anchor Bolts: I\SWAfV •k$% OP- •u'qo• '4•e- A~q-TM A•,Dl5 C•-•D,

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page1



BUILDING DATA

Bay No.: - J
Genera! Information (as provided by the drawings and

Engineerof Record: ViiL•'' 4 VJL5OI'_

Year Designed/Built: 6/q/ q [Oq

Construction Type:

No. Floors:_____________

Applicable Codes: ______________

Drawing No: -•/-•.Tl.L-" ::

specifications)

Project (commission) No.: qO

Overall Dimensions: £ 2('4•- ±

Basement:

r • TT ,I p

Specifications:

Geotechnical Report: ____________________________________

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: _______________ Roof Snow: _________

Roof Live Load: _________________ 2 nd Floor Live Load:__________

Wind: ________________ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: _______________ 2° Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: _________________ Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: _________________ Floor Deck: ___________

Anchor Bolts: ________________

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

* Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



BUILDING DATA

Bay No.: •'34 ,• I[ -L

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: \Jfl-W_ •' \•J L'.o_ Project (corn

Year Designed/Built: 5'• -L• • 1 Overall DimE

Construction Type: ____________

No. Floors: •. Lq, •&, _•4 Baserr

Applicable Codes: ____________________

•mission) No.: • c•4 },G

m=sions: .rc.' I 2P)• r- 50c t,4_

ient:

PoZI c

PD•qz•_
I

Specifications: ______________________________________

Geotechnical Report: __________________________________

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: _______________ Roof Snow: __________

Roof Live Load: _______________ 2 nd Floor Live Load:_________

Wind: _______________ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: ________________ 2 nd Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: _________________ Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: ________________ Floor Deck: ___________

Anchor Bolts: _______________

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical: i'C I2..) Fe•(

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



BUIII-NG DATA

BayNo.: [3(\/IL4A- •Ou--A •C)DITlOk•-PF_71AZldt\J

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: _____________ Project (commission) No.: ______

Year Designed/Built: t\ ° Overall Dimensions: tt'3Ž( c1 5

Construction Type: ____________

No. Floors: _______________ Basement: __________

Applicable Codes: __________________________________

Drawing No: VP.C•U.• _- I i p3L4 : LP qo$3E

Specifications:

Geotechnical Report: __________________________________

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: ______________ Roof Snow: __________

Roof Live Load: ________________ 2 nd Floor Live Load:J÷• OQE)

Wind: _________________ Seismic: ___________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: ________________ 2• Floor Concrete:__________

Structural Steel: _________________ Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: Z_' &_ci_• TNfPE E• Floor Deck: __________

Anchor Bolts: ________________

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1



BUILDING DATA

Bay No.: - -

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: K\Le'S' •q Vi1L, So) Project (corn

:/'i9z
Year Designed/Built: " // • -Overall Dime

Construction Type:

No. Floors: ________________ Basern

Applicable Codes: A-T~V'•

Drawing No: $TI•ICTUPAL-• 2!3OgE, Z £.OR E.

LP gq• E, pzo q F__,

miss ion) No.: A•I 3Do0!zO3•

.nsions: • J] ',fz/"

; 

-

nt:

LP 2•,I g) LP gq3g&E

S pecificatio ns:

Geotechnical Report: '-4Etno (•ASS•P•.>-

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: _______________ Roof'Snow: __________

Roof Live Load: •O1• 2 nd Floor Live Load:_________

wi~nd: __________________ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: 4•OQ::9 7?5 2nd Floor Concrete:_ ____

Structural Steel: ________________ Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: ________________ Floor Deck: __________

Anchor Bolts: __-___,-_-o_-.____.• •.$"fl4V •1 •AD .~

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page]



BUILDING DATA

General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: C'V,• Pk• Project (corn

Year Designed/Built: 10/'2.3•2002- Overall Dime

mission) No.: 2_•0 -tO•- 02§j
.nsions: 2'4 U' 3Z' L-

Construction Type:

No. Floors:

Applicable Codes:

Drawing No:

Basement:

STRu~CTLL.~AL - (~-Z)~Acc~o~

Specifications:

Geotechnical Repor-t:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: ______________ Roof Snow: _________

Roof Live Load: ________ 2" Floor Live Load:_________

Wind: ________________ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: -2" Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: _________________ Bracing:_______________

Roof Deck: _________________ Floor Deck: ___________

Anchor Bolts: _______________

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical: _

Additions:___

Page a



BUILDING DATA

Bay No.: NN-
General Information (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Engineer of Record: ____ -____________ project (commission) No.: ______

Year Designed/Built: 1/3/IC994 Overall Dimensions: 10o'/' 3.5'±-

Construction Type:

No, Floors: _______________ Basement: __________

Applicable Codes:

DrawingNo: S'UC" ThJ.C'!4.PL-• S..LL4>L.12O-E• ~S1P4."L•IZOE F-•S . LPtL4L12L
>EE•

S3- LP'4'4-2.E- 5 L4-LI'L4_oE

Specifications:

Geotechnicaf Report:

Specified Design Loads (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Ground Snow: ______ ______ Roof Snow: ________

Roof Live Load: ________________ 2nd Floor Live Load:_________

Wind: ________________ Seismic: __________

Material Properties/Structural Properties (as provided by the drawings and specifications)

Concrete Strength: ________________ 2nd Floor Concrete:_________

Structural Steel: ________________ Bracing:______________

Roof Deck: -_______________ Floor Deck: __________

Anchor Bolts: _______________

Equipment:

Cranes:

Mechanical:

Electrical:

Additions:

Page 1


